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Abstract
Outer hair cells (OHCs) generate active forces in the mammalian cochlea. Acting as
cochlear amplifiers, OHCs can counteract viscous drag, generating high gain at
characteristic frequencies and allowing for the sharp frequency selectivity and sensitivity
observed in mammals. Excitatory displacement of the basilar membrane causes
depolarization of OHC membrane potentials which results in contraction. The motor
protein prestin is driven by receptor potentials. However, low-pass filtering by the
plasma membrane should severely attenuate the receptor potential at high frequencies (>
100 kHz) where mammalian hearing has been observed. Thus, an open question is how
OHCs can respond at these high frequencies despite their low frequency cutoff. Inspired
by the use of feedback in mechanical and electrical systems to accelerate slow poles, I
demonstrate that negative feedback from the coupling of two mechanical modes of
vibration can lead to a membrane time constant speedup and a sharpening of the
mechanical response.
Thesis Supervisor: Rahul Sarpeshkar
Title: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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1 Introduction
Outer hair cells (OHCs) reside in the organ of Corti in the cochlea and are
important for mammalian hearing [1]. Depolarization and hyperpolarization of OHC
membrane potentials occur when sound waves trigger mechanical movements in the
basilar membrane (BM) and the reticular lamina (RL), which opens or closes ion
channels in the stereocilia membrane [2]. Prestin, a transmembrane protein found in
OHCs, acts as a molecular motor and causes OHCs to contract in response to
depolarization of the membrane potential [2]. It is believed that OHCs act as "cochlear
amplifiers" by timing changes in cell length to provide mechanical feedback, amplifying
soft sounds and sharpening frequency selectivity at their particular location in the cochlea
[3]. Since spontaneous otoacoustic emissions that are attributed to mammalian OHC
motility have been observed up to at least 100 kHz and some mammals can hear sounds
up to 100 kHz, outer hair cell contraction and elongation is expected to work up to 100
kHz [3]. Furthermore, the mechanical operation of the motor protein of OHCs has been
shown to function up to at least 79 kHz without much decrease in performance [4].
However, severe attenuation of the membrane potential by low-pass filtering imposed by
the cell membrane at high frequencies suggests that OHC receptor potentials are
insufficient to drive a mechanical response. Thus, an open question is how diminished
receptor potentials at high frequencies can cause the motor to generate enough
mechanical force to provide selective frequency amplification in the cochlea. No one has
provided a definitive explanation for the speedup of the OHC membrane time constant.
In this thesis, I investigate the system dynamics of outer hair cells along with their
surrounding mechanical structures. Inspired by the use of feedback in engineered
15
mechanical systems to speed up slow motors and to provide other favorable
characteristics, I demonstrate that negative feedback on the reticular lamina by the outer
hair cell mechanism can result in a speedup of the outer hair cell membrane time constant
and that a near pole-zero cancellation reduces the effect that the time constant has on the
transfer function from input force to output basilar membrane displacement. Thus, via
negative feedback, OHCs and consequently the cochlear amplifier can achieve
amplification at high frequencies despite the seemingly prohibitively slow membrane
time constant.
The model that is used in the thesis consists of two spring-mass-damping
resonators, representing the basilar membrane and reticular lamina, coupled together via
the outer hair cell, represented as a spring and an active force. The electrical analog of
this system, adopting the convention that currents are forces and voltages are velocities,
contains two LRC tanks interconnected with a single inductor and a dependent current
source between the reticular lamina and basilar membrane node. This representation is
shown in Figure 1-1. The dependent current source, neglecting the effect of the
piezoelectric properties of OHCs, is set by the reticular lamina displacement and has an
associated gain and low-pass time constant due to the membrane. The parameters used in
this model as described in Section 4 indicate that resonance of the reticular lamina comes
first. In that regime, the impedance of the reticular lamina is resistive while the basilar
membrane impedance is inductive. The feedback force, It, is operating far beyond its
cut-off frequency and thus has a l/s2 dependence (1/s from velocity to displacement, 1/s
from displacement to force). The resulting combined impedance of the outer hair cell
and reticular lamina has a resistive component and an inductive component in addition to
16
an effective capacitive component created by the OHC force. The effective capacitor
resonates with the inductors to produce a sharp peak followed by a sharp dip in the
basilar membrane displacement response to an input force. The frequency and Q of the
peak and dip increase with larger OHC gain because the effective capacitance is reduced
by a greater current (greater force feedback). As a result, the OHC force can be effective
at making the basilar membrane response more selective and sensitive.
1/frI
1/kl M
ri
1/kohc fb
bm
/fbm
Ii. 1/kbm Mmm
Figure 1-1. Electrical analog of the two resonator model with currents representing forces and
voltages representing velocities. Same as Figure 4-29.
In Section 2, I describe how feedback is used in canonical motor systems to
accelerate slow motor systems and to generate other favorable characteristics such as
17
stability and low error. Then, I introduce outer hair cell electromotility and describe
previous work on this topic in Section 3. The local outer hair cell model is developed in
detail in Section 4. Issues pertinent to combining multiple sections of the local outer hair
cell model to form a traveling wave model of the cochlea are discussed in Section 5.
Experimental data from the literature is presented in Section 6 and compared with the
theoretical model. Future work is described in Section 7 while eight key insights about
the operation of the local outer hair cell model and the putative biological cochlear
amplifier are presented in Section 8. The main conclusions of the thesis are summarized
in Section 9. References are included in Section 10.
18
2 Feedback in Motor Systems
The performance of mechanical systems is often limited by the speed of motors
used to produce motion. In most cases, the electronics that control the mechanics are
much quicker since they do not involve physical moving parts. In engineered systems,
feedback is often used to minimize the effect of slow motors and to provide other benefits,
including noise rejection and insensitivity to poorly-controlled parameters.
2.1 Introduction to Motors
Simple models can characterize the basics of the DC motor shown in Figure 2-1.
_________ I_______1 ,.
Field
Winding
B field
Armature
winding
force .
Figure 2-1. Schematic of a DC motor.
Adapted from Lundberg 151.
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The magnetic field inside of the motor is generated by the field winding current, if.
For permanent magnet motors, the B field is constant, which can be modeled by a
constant current source attached to the field winding. The B field exerts a clockwise
force on the rotor and thus causes mechanical work to be done. The torque on the rotor
for a permanent magnet motor, assuming all vector components are perpendicular to each
other, is given by Equation 2-1, where kt is the torque constant.
T = kja
Equation 2-1. Torque on the rotor for a permanent magnet motor.
kt is known as the torque constant.
If the armature winding is driven by a voltage source and we ignore the effect of
damping on the motor or the armature inductance, which is usually negligible compared
to the mechanical components in the system, the transfer function from the armature
voltage, Va, to the motor angle, 0, is described by Equation 2-2. km is the velocity
constant, which in a permanent magnet motor is kt-. Tm is the dominant motor
electromechanical time constant in the system and is equal to J - Ra / kt2 in a permanent
magnet motor. J is the moment of inertia of the rotor while Ra is the resistance of the
armature winding.
o k
- (s)= k'
V' s(rns +1)
Equation 2-2. Transfer function from armature voltage, Va, to motor angle, 0.
km is the velocity constant and is equal to kt-1 while Tm is the motor electromechanical time constant,
which is given by J -Ra / k 2 . J is the moment of inertia and Ra is the armature winding resistance.
DC motors can also be controlled by current sources at the armature winding or
by changing the current or voltage at the field winding. Ignoring damping on the motor,
the transfer function from armature current, ia, to the motor angle is given in Equation 2-3.
Note that because the system is driven with a current instead of a voltage at the armature,
there is no low-pass characteristic in the transfer function.
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E(s)= 
'~t
Ia Js 2
Equation 2-3. Transfer function from armature current, I., to motor angle, 0.
J is the moment of inertia.
2.2 Feedback Techniques used in Motor Systems
Different feedback techniques are available to compensate motor systems. In this
section, methods for controlling the velocity and position of motors are described.
2.2.1 Velocity Control
To control the angular velocity of a flywheel connected to a DC motor, a
tachometer is used to sense the velocity and feed it back to the input. The feedback
diagram for a velocity control loop using a tachometer with tachometer coefficient, Ktach,
is shown in Figure 2-2. Note that the pole at the origin in Equation 2-2 is not present in
the motor transfer function here because velocity, not position, is being fed back.
Compensator Motor
in + G V8  km
Tachometer
Kach
Figure 2-2. Velocity control feedback loop.
G, is the compensator and Ktach is the tachometer coefficient.
2.2.1.1 Proportional Compensator
Velocity control can be achieved by using a proportional compensator for Gc in
Figure 2-2. A proportional compensator means that Gc is simply given by a constant gain.
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The benefit of this form of feedback is that the time constant of the motor, Tm, is sped up.
This effect can be seen in the root locus plot shown in Figure 2-3. However, proportional
compensation for velocity control has the drawback that the loop gain at DC is finite and
so the steady state error of the system when driven with a unit step is non-zero.
Root Locus
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Figure 2-3. Root locus plot of velocity control with a proportional compensator.
The time constant of the system is sped up as the pole moves deeper into the left half plane.
2.2.1.2 Proportional-integrator Compensator
In order to reduce steady state errors and improve the DC gain, proportional plus
integral (PI) compensation is also used in velocity control. For systems with a PI
compensator,
GE =G Ps+1
Equation 2-4. Proportional plus integral compensator.
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As evident from Equation 2-4, the DC loop gain approaches infinity because of
the pole at the origin. This results in zero steady state error in response to a step input
and thus better tracking. Furthermore, by making the zero of the proportional plus
integral compensator be located at a higher frequency than the motor pole, speedup can
still be achieved. However, the presence of the zero limits the amount of speedup of the
motor time constant since, as seen in Figure 2-4, one of the poles will be attracted to the
compensator zero and will remain there in the closed-loop transfer function. Because the
compensator is usually implemented with electronics, the compensator zero can often be
set to a high enough frequency so that this limitation is not a problem.
Complex closed-loop poles can be obtained by using this compensator but not by
proportional compensation. This means that the time response of a PI compensated
velocity control system may exhibit ringing, an effect that is often undesirable in
mechanical systems.
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Figure 2-4. Root locus plot of velocity control with a proportional plus integral compensator.
The two poles move deeper into the left hand plane, speeding up the system. However, the
compensator zero limits the amount of speedup that is possible.
2.2.2 Position Control
In addition to being able to control the velocity of motors, engineered systems
often require precise position control. Position control can be achieved by sensing the
position of the output flywheel via a potentiometer or other sensors and feeding this
information back into the input, as shown in Figure 2-5. The pole at the origin in the loop
gain of position control as a result of Equation 2-2 requires different compensators from
velocity control to achieve desired system characteristics.
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Compensator Motor
in + Va km
c S((rmS+1)
Potentiometer
K
Figure 2-5. Position control feedback loop.
G, is the compensator and Kp is the potentiometer coefficient.
2.2.2.1 Proportional Compensator
As with proportional compensation in velocity control, proportional compensation
for position control is when G, is simply a constant. In this case, the root locus plot looks
like Figure 2-6. As the gain is increased, the closed-loop poles, which start off at -1/m
and the origin, approach each other and eventually split off of the real axis and travel
vertically. Thus, complex poles are obtained in the closed-loop system for high gains.
While this may result in greater speeds with high enough gain, it may generate
undesirable step responses that ring and require a long time to settle to a final value.
Because of the pole at the origin, the DC loop gain approaches infinity and the steady
state error in response to a unit step input goes to zero.
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Figure 2-6. Root locus plot of position control with a proportional compensator.
The two closed-loop poles become complex with high gain.
2.2.2.2 Proportional-Derivative Compensator
Instead of using a proportional compensator, position control can also be achieved
with proportional plus derivative (PD) compensation. In such a system, Gc is ideally
given by:
G, = G(rs +1)
Equation 2-5. Proportional plus derivative compensator.
However, since physically realizable systems generally do not have more zeros
than poles, Gc is usually implemented as a lead compensator with a high-frequency pole.
Here, that pole is ignored for simplicity since it is generally too fast to be of interest to
the first order. The zero of the proportional plus derivative compensator can be placed at
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a frequency higher than the poles of the motor. As seen in Figure 2-7, the two poles
move deeper into the left half plane and are thus sped up. Complex poles can be obtained
with intermediate gain levels as well. However, the advantage of a proportional plus
derivative compensator over a proportional compensator is that the complex closed-loop
poles can be eliminated with high gains, thus providing a step response with less ringing
and faster settling time.
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Figure 2-7. Root locus plot of position control with a proportional plus derivative compensator.
The two poles move deeper into the left hand plane, speeding up the system. However, the
compensator zero limits the amount of speedup that is possible.
Like the proportional compensator for position control, the pole at the origin
resulting from the motor transfer function produces an infinite DC loop gain. Since this
pole acts as a single integrator in the forward path, the resulting steady state error to a
step input is zero.
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2.2.3 Minor Loop Feedback
Minor loop feedback was a concept initially applied to servomechanisms in order
to minimize the sensitivity of mechanical systems to changes in the moment of inertia of
the flywheel that the motor is driving [5]. Minor loop feedback involves nested feedback
loops, can shape the resulting open-loop behavior of the forward path, and is useful in
reducing the effect of poorly-controlled parameters on system stability and performance.
Operational amplifiers use minor loop feedback heavily to stabilize their characteristics.
For example, suppose that position control is implemented using a current
amplifier to drive the armature winding. Assuming that the amplifier has a time constant,
Ta, associated with it, a feedback position control system without minor loop feedback is
depicted in Figure 2-8. The electromechanical time constant of the motor is not relevant
in the transfer function because the motor is being driven with a current instead of a
voltage and the torque of a DC motor is directly related to the armature current.
Compensator Motor
V.in + Glm tE
V,"C Ta G+ > s1) jS2
Potentiometer
KP
Figure 2-8. Block diagram for a standard feedback loop using a current amplifier to drive the motor.
Because of the double poles at the origin, the closed-loop transfer function is
unstable. The system can be compensated with a lead network for G,, as is done in [5],
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where G, is composed of a low frequency zero and a high frequency pole. Thus, the loop
transmission can be written as shown in Equation 2-6, where a> 1.
L(s)s+1 s+ 1 ) JS2
Equation 2-6. Loop transmission of Figure 2-8 with a lead compensator.
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Figure 2-9. Lead compensated (J=1 and J=O.2) and uncompensated Bode plots of the loop
transmission in Equation 2-6.
The uncompensated system is unstable while the J=1 compensated system crosses over with about 450
of phase margin. The J=O.2 compensated system crosses over with only about 120 phase margin,
demonstrating the sensitivity of this compensation method to J.
As seen in Figure 2-9, lead compensation optimized for J=1 can cause the loop
transmission to cross over with 450 phase margin and thus stabilize the closed-loop
system. Furthermore, lead compensation can generate a speedup of the system as the
crossover frequency of the loop transmission is increased. However, lead compensation
of the system in Figure 2-8 is very sensitive to the moment of inertia of the flywheel, J.
For example, if the parameter J is reduced by a factor of 5 to J=O.2, the phase margin of
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the system in Figure 2-9 drops sharply to only 110, resulting in a closed-loop system with
a very bad time response. In situations such as this where parameters must operate over a
wide range, minor loop compensation can be helpful.
Gain Block 1 Motor
Vin +K im + la k, OI
I-s+1 Js s
Tachometer
K
Potentiometer
K
Figure 2-10. Block diagram for minor loop feedback for position control.
Both a tachometer and potentiometer are used. T. is the time constant of the current amplifier while
K is the gain parameter. K, represents tachometer feedback and gain from angular velocity to
current. Adapted from Lundberg [5].
Minor loop feedback for position control is depicted in Figure 2-10. The velocity
of the flywheel is sensed by a tachometer and fed back in an inner loop around the motor,
which is driven by a current amplifier with time constant a. The outer loop is composed
of sensing the position of the motor and feeding it back to the input. The effect of the
inner loop is to move one of the original poles at the origin into the left half plane
depending on the gain of the tachometer, Kv. The closed-loop transfer function for the
inner loop is given in Equation 2-7.
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S k
Js + Kk,
Equation 2-7. Closed-loop transfer function for the inner loop in Figure 2-10.
Thus, instead of having an immediately unstable uncompensated root locus plot
like that in Figure 2-11 with two poles at the origin and one on the real axis in the left
hand plane, only one pole is at the origin while the other two are on the real axis in the
left hand plane, as shown in Figure 2-12. This allows the designer the ability to stabilize
the system without using lead or lag compensation.
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Figure 2-11. Root locus of the uncompensated motor system is immediately unstable because of the
two poles at the origin.
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Figure 2-12. Root locus of motor system with minor loop compensation.
Note that one of the poles originally at the origin has moved to the left and thus the system can be
stabilized.
Minor loop compensation can thus stabilize systems and also generate speedup of
slow time constants by providing an additional degree of freedom that can be
manipulated to drive poles into faster regimes. For example, one of the poles at the
origin in Figure 2-12 was forced further into the left half plane. If the plant had only a
single pole, the effect of speedup would be even more obvious, for the minor loop would
push the pole into the left half plane while the outer loop pushed the pole out even further.
As stated above, however, one of the primary advantages of minor loop feedback
is to reduce sensitivity to varying parameters. This property is evident in Figure 2-13 as
the moment of inertia is reduced from J=l to J=0.2. Whereas in lead compensation, the
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reduction of J resulted in a loss of phase margin, with minor loop compensation,
reduction of J actually increases the phase margin and thus the stability of the system. As
a result, designers can design for an upper bound on the varying parameter and be
confident that decreases in that parameter will not cause instability. In addition, speedup
of the system via minor loop feedback is evident from the increase in the crossover
frequency of the loop transmission in Figure 2-13.
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Figure 2-13. Minor loop compensated (J=1 and J=0.2) and uncompensated Bode plots of the loop
transmission depicted in Figure 2-10.
Note that the reduction of J from 1 to 0.2 that led to decreased phase margin in the lead
compensation without a minor loop actually increases the phase margin here.
Instead of using a constant gain in the minor loop feedback path, Kv, or in the
major loop forward path, K, different compensator forms can be used. For example,
using the frequency dependent network, Hmin, expressed in Equation 2-8 in the minor
loop feedback path in place of K, is known as acceleration feedback and can produce
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zero steady-state error in response to a step input [5]. Minor loop provides an additional
mode of flexibility in shaping the closed-loop system and is thus a useful technique for
designing systems and speeding up motors.
HLi (s) =Kc Ts
I-s +1
Equation 2-8. Acceleration feedback network to be used in the minor loop feedback path.
2.3 Conclusions
In this section, various feedback methods were presented in the context of motor
systems, either for velocity or position control. Negative feedback with various
compensators was capable of producing stable systems and speeding up slow time
constants. Minor loop feedback was described as a method for obtaining an additional
degree of design freedom and provided increased insensitivity to varying parameters.
Since motors and systems with mechanical parts often have slow dynamics, designers use
electronic feedback to increase gain, reduce steady state errors, and generate faster and
improved responses. These concepts of feedback are also prevalent in biological systems
such as the cochlea and outer hair cells in striking analogy with engineered motor
systems. As a result, I will demonstrate in later sections that adopting a feedback view of
the cochlear amplifier can explain how outer hair cells amplify incoming sounds at
frequencies far beyond their intrinsic membrane cutoff frequency and how force feedback
can generate increases in sensitivity and selectivity when the cochlear amplifier is
operating.
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3 Introduction to Outer Hair Cell Electromotility
3.1 Overview of the Cochlea
The mammalian cochlea is located in the inner ear; in humans, it is about 35 mm
in length but exists in coiled form [1]. Filled with cochlear fluid, the cochlea is
partitioned into three compartments, the scala vestibule (vestibuli), the scala media, and
the scala tympani, as shown in Figure 3-1 [6].
{Reissner's Membrane
Bony Wall
Stria Vascularis
Spiral Limbus
Scala Vestibuli
$cala
Media Spiral Ganglion
Membrane
Organ of -Corti
Spiral Ligament
Scala Tympani Bony Shelf
Basilar Membrane
Figure 3-1. Cross-section of the cochlea showing the three compartments.
Reproduced from Watts 171.
When sound energy that has been transduced into mechanical energy vibrates the
stapes, the oval window displaces fluid in the cochlea and generates a traveling wave of
fluid pressure down the length of the cochlea [1]. This fluid pressure causes a wave of
displacement along the basilar membrane, which composes a boundary of the cochlear
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partition [6]. Since the basilar membrane varies from being stiff at the basal end, the end
near the stapes, to being flexible at the apical end, the displacement of the basilar
membrane increases as the wave moves from the base to the apex, peaking at a location
that has a characteristic frequency which matches the frequency of the incoming wave [1].
Thus, the cochlea performs a frequency-to-place transformation on incoming sounds.
Alive. lail l evel
Amplification
Basilar membrane
Dead or-
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Frequency
Figure 3-2. The motion of the stapes generates a traveling wave down the basilar membrane.
The gain between BM movement and stapes movement requires active amplification to give the
selectivity and sensitivity observed in live cochleas. Reproduced from Dallos and Fakler 121.
Measurements made by von Bekesy in the 1940s on dead mammalian cochleas
demonstrated relatively highly damped and poorly damped cochlear vibrations [6]. In
comparison, modem measurements performed on living cochleas exhibit much sharper
frequency localization and much less damping for low sound levels, as demonstrated
pictorially in Figure 3-2 [6]. This is necessary for the auditory pathway to be able to
resolve and interpret information encoded in varying sound frequencies. A great deal of
experimental evidence suggests that a local mechanical feedback mechanism, termed the
"cochlear amplifier," is responsible for the sensitivity and the frequency selectivity
observed in living cochleas [3].
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3.2 Cochlear Amplifier
The frequency selectivity of living cochleas at low sound levels is diminished
when larger sound levels are applied or when the cochlea is damaged [6]. To obtain
sharp responses at low sound levels, negative damping must be introduced into the
system to reduce the effect of friction on the movement of the basilar membrane. This,
combined with the observation of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions from the ear, led to
the hypothesis that outer hair cells located in the cochlea may provide the mechanical
energy necessary to produce the effects of the cochlear amplifier [6]. The cochlear
amplifier has been measured to produce gains of up to 1000 in living cochleas for
frequencies around the characteristic frequency (CF) of a given location compared to no
gain in dead cochleas [1]. The CF is the frequency at a certain location where the
cochlear partition response is most significant. It is believed that an active feedback
mechanism involving the outer hair cells is responsible for the cochlear amplifier [6]. As
often seen in analog circuit design and other engineered systems, feedback can sharpen
the frequency response and provide amplification for a system.
3.3 Overview of Hair Cells
Two types of hair cells exist in the mammalian cochlea: inner and outer hair cells.
The former is responsible for transducing sound energy into neural pulses that are sent to
the brain [6]. The latter is believed to provide the mechanical energy necessary for the
cochlear amplifier to function. Both these cells are located in the organ of Corti, which
sits atop the basilar membrane, with the apical face of the cells embedded in the reticular
lamina [6]. Hair cells are named for the row of microvilli or stereocilia that protrude
from the apical end. The microvilli are ordered from tallest to shortest and are connected
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together at the tips via tip links [6]. Outer hair cells have their tallest stereocilia
embedded in the tectorial membrane while inner hair cells have free-standing hair
bundles [6]. The anatomy of the organ of Corti and the placement of the hair cells are
shown in Figure 3-3. The modiolus is to the right of the structure in Figure 3-3.
Tectorial
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H abenula
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Basilar Membrane Nerve Fibers
Dieter's Cells
Spiral Vessel Pillar Cells
Figure 3-3. The organ of Corti and associated structures.
Reproduced from Watts [7].
It is believed that tip links are essential for these hair cells to transduce
mechanical motion of the fluid into electrical potentials. One theory suggests that tip
links are connected to cation channels that are embedded in the stereocilia [6]. Upon
excitatory displacement in the direction towards the tallest cilia, the tip links are pulled
taut and the cation channels are opened, allowing K+ ions to flow into the cell to
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depolarize the membrane potential, as shown in Figure 3-4 [6]. Excitatory displacement
is associated with rotation away from the modiolus. In the case of inhibitory
displacement in the direction away from the tallest cilia, the tip links are limp and the
cation channels are consequently closed [6]. As a result, the membrane potential
hyperpolarizes.
SimriocIlIa
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Figure 3-4. Proposed mechanism for the operation of transduction channels in hair cell stereocilia.
Excitatory displacement towards the tall cilia causes tension in the tip link and opening of the ion
channel, allowing K* ions to flow into the cell. Inhibitory displacement results in a decrease of the
tension and thus a much smaller open probability of the ion channel. Reproduced from Gillespie 191.
Changes in the membrane potential are translated into neural pulses in inner hair
cells while they trigger motion in outer hair cells [8]. Inner hair cells (IHCs) that sit on
the basilar membrane depolarize in response to basilar membrane movement and other
structures in the organ of Corti, stimulating the auditory nerve fibers connected to the
IHCs and causing nerve impulses to be fired. Outer hair cells are also depolarized or
hyperpolarized by movement of the basilar membrane, the reticular lamina, and the
tectorial membrane (TM). This general process is illustrated in Figure 3-5. Movement of
the TM-RL gap causes a shearing fluid force on the inner hair cell hair bundle while it
causes the direct bending of stereocilia on the outer hair cells. In Figure 3-5, the
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stereocilia are bent to the left away from the modiolus in an excitatory manner. Another
mechanism for the depolarization of inner hair cells may be that the Hensen's stripe,
which is a protrusion from the tectorial membrane, contacts or squeezes fluid through the
inner hair cell hair bundle, causing it to move and modulate the stereocilia conductance.
Relative
Motion.
Figure 3-5. The relative motion between the reticular lamina and the tectorial membrane causes a
bending of stereocilia of the outer hair cells. Fluid shearing in the TM-RL gap may cause the inner
hair cell stereocilia to bend as well.
Reproduced from Watts 171.
If hair cells are subjected to static displacement of their stereocilia, adaptation
occurs and the transfer curve from displacement to inwards K+ current shifts to become
recentered at the new operating point [6]. The presence of Ca ions in the cell interior
seems to be intimately connected with this process but a myosin adaptation mechanism is
possible as well. Essentially, the process of adaptation serves to provide a form of
automatic gain control for the auditory system.
3.4 Mechanical Properties of OHCs and Associated Structures
Outer hair cells respond to depolarization of the membrane potential by
contracting while they elongate when hyperpolarized [1]. The sensitivity of this process
versus the membrane potential has been fit as a Boltzmann curve with a maximum low-
frequency gain of about 20 nm/mV [6]. OHC lengths can vary from 20 pm in the base to
90 pm at the apex in guinea pigs [6]. Bats and other mammals with higher hearing have
been found to have shorter outer hair cells [10]. Since the tips of the tallest stereocilia of
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the OHCs are embedded in the stiff tectorial membrane, when the basilar membrane
moves upwards, the triangular pillar cell complex containing the OHCs pivots in a
towards the modiolus [6]. The stereocilia are arranged so that this movement displaces
them in the excitatory direction away from the modiolus, causing the membrane potential
to depolarize and the OHC to contract [1]. This contraction pulls the basilar membrane
further upwards and pulls the reticular lamina downwards. The mechanical energy from
the OHCs counteracts the frictional forces the basilar membrane and reticular lamina
encounter while moving and provides the active force generation responsible for the
cochlear amplifier [6].
Experiments performed on both the reticular lamina and the basilar membrane
suggest that the basilar membrane is 5-10 times stiffer than the reticular lamina [11].
This means that upon OHC contraction, the reticular lamina moves 5-10 times more than
the basilar membrane.
A great deal of effort has gone into characterizing the mechanical properties of
outer hair cells. Somatic axial stiffness of OHCs has been estimated to be 0.544 nN/tm,
1.6 nN/tm, 6.6 nN/gm, and 10 nN/pm by different research groups [1]. The stiffness of
outer hair cells is dependent on the membrane potential; OHCs become less stiff with
depolarization [11].
3.5 Electrical Properties of OHCs and Associated Structures
The endolymph fluid that fills scala media and encompasses the cilia and apical
surface of outer hair cells contains a high concentration (150 mM in guinea pigs) of
potassium ions and a low concentration (1 mM in guinea pigs) of sodium ions [6]. This
extracellular fluid composition is intriguing since it seems to be closer to what is found in
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the interior of most mammalian cells. The scala media sits at a potential of about +60 to
+100 mV above that of the vascular system [6]. The perilymph fluid that contacts the
basolateral surface of OHCs is composed of a high concentration of sodium ions and a
low concentration of potassium ions and has an electrical potential that is approximately
neutral compared to the vascular system [6]. The large positive voltage of the endolymph
may act as a battery to power the electromotile response of outer hair cells.
The intracellular potential of outer hair cells is about -60 ± 10 mV [6]. Thus, a
large potential gradient is established across the apical surface by the positive endolymph
potential and the negative potential inside the cell. This means that when more ion
channels in stereocilia are opened, more K+ ions are able to depolarize the membrane
receptor potential. These potassium ions leave the cell via selective potassium channels
in the basolateral membrane [6].
The input-output curve of outer hair cells, where acoustic pressure is the input and
receptor potential is the output, is S-shaped and saturates at higher levels of input [6].
The nonlinear membrane capacitance of outer hair cells exhibits a bell-shaped
dependence on the membrane potential [1]. This capacitance is added to the linear
membrane capacitance determined by the membrane surface area and dielectric constant
itself. The specific capacitance, defined as the capacitance for a unit area of plasma
membrane, has been characterized at about 2 pF/cm 2 [6]. Specific conductances have
been measured to vary from 70 pS/pm2 for short OHCs to less than 10 pS/Im 2 for long
OHCs [6]. The capacitance and membrane conductance generate a first-order low-pass
filter with a comer frequency that is higher for shorter cells and lower for longer ones [6].
Characterizations of the corner frequencies of this low-pass filter indicate an upper bound
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of about 1 kHz [6]. This low-frequency cutoff may limit the receptor potential at high
frequencies, making it questionable whether or not the receptor potential is adequate at
high frequencies to drive the motor protein in outer hair cells.
3.6 Previous Work
The motor protein of outer hair cells, prestin, has been shown to directly convert
voltage to force by sensing voltages via cytoplasmic anions [1]. The proposed model of
prestin's behavior is shown in Figure 3-6. The default state of prestin is not extended, but
when a Cl- binds to the cytoplasmic side of the protein, it increases in length, causing a
net lengthening of the outer hair cell.
Short state
(no chloride)
Short state
(depolarized)
Long state
(hyperpolarized)
Extraceuilar side
Cytoplaslimc side
Prestin molecule 0001-00 000000
Clbinding siteI JC
K XI~
Figure 3-6. The proposed model for the operation of the OHC motor protein, prestin.
Binding of Cl~ ions causes a conformational change in prestin, leading to a net extension in molecular
length and thus outer hair cell length. Reproduced from Dallos and Fakler [2].
Frank et al. [4] has demonstrated that the response of the motor protein itself is
second-order with a -3dB bandwidth of at least 79 kHz. The electromotile response up to
100 kHz was characteristic of an overdamped second-order system with a Q of 0.42 [4].
This suggests that the mechanical limitations of the electromotile response are both
damping and inertia, at least in vitro [4]. At frequencies of up to 50 kHz, OHCs have
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been measured to produce up to 53 pN/mV of force [4]. Thus, it appears that the motor
protein itself is able to operate in the upper limits of hearing; the remaining question is
how the severely attenuated receptor potential can drive the motor up at such frequencies.
Mammano and Ashmore [11] estimate the magnitude of the average sensitivity of
outer hair cells isolated from guinea pigs to external current to be about 24.8 V/A. They
found this by injecting external current with a stimulus pipette. Based on this value, a
100 1tA input current would give rise to a depolarization of the membrane potential by
about 2.5 mV and a contraction of isolated hair cells by about 50 nm, at least at low
frequencies [11]. In vivo, such a stimulus resulted in a 20 nm differential displacement
between the reticular lamina and the basilar membrane, where the absolute basilar
membrane displacement was about 2 nm [11].
There have been several theories that attempt to explain how outer hair cells may
generate enough force at high frequencies to provide mechanical feedback to overcome
the damping experienced by the cochlea.
3.6.1 Extracellular Potential Gradients
Dallos and Evans postulated that extracellular potential gradients are responsible
for the electromotile response at high frequencies [3]. In their model, extracellular
potential gradients can be modeled by the injection of current into the extracellular fluid
by OHCs that are basal to the OHCs being analyzed [3]. To analyze this system, consider
Figure 3-7, where OHC1 is basal to OHC2. Ra models the apical resistance, Rb
represents the basolateral resistance, and Ca and Cb are the apical and basolateral
capacitances, respectively, in Figure 3-7. The apical resistance Ra may represent the
stereocilia ion channels instead of ion channels in the apical face of the cell itself.
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Extracellular stimulus-related potential gradients arise from the voltage drop generated by
outer hair cell receptor current across various tissues and membranes [3]. This effect is
modeled by a current source, I1, inside OHC1 in Figure 3-7 for simplicity, which
produces an extracellular voltage V.
V
Ra2 Ca2
OHC2
Vm2
+
Rb2 0 b2
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Ca1
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Figure 3-7. Simplified model of the Dallos and Evans extracellular potential gradient theory.
Outer hair cells basal (OHC1) to the outer hair cell of interest (OHC2) modulate the extracellular
potential. At high frequencies, the membrane voltage of OHC2 is set by a capacitive divider and thus
does not tend to zero. Adapted from Dallos and Evans 131.
Based on Figure 3-7 and assuming that the time constant of the apical face of
outer hair cells is faster than that of the basolateral face, which is reasonable since the
basolateral area is much greater, the resulting transfer function from extracellular
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potential, V, to Vm2 has a low frequency pole followed by a high frequency zero. Thus,
at low frequencies, the incoming current drive of OHC2, the outer hair cell of interest, is
primarily dominated by the resistive divider across the apical and basolateral sides of the
cell. At DC, Vm2 is simply given by VRb2/(Ra2 + Rb2) with no phase shift. At high
frequencies, however, the apical and basolateral impedances are dominated by the
respective capacitors and thus Vm2 is VCa2/(Ca2 + Cb2). As a result, current is coupled
into the OHC of interest through a capacitive divider at higher frequencies [3]. Thus, the
membrane voltage of the OHC of interest does not tend to zero at high frequencies
(provided that V does not tend to zero) and may be sufficient to generate a motile
response. Furthermore, there is no phase shift at very low frequencies or very high
frequencies; in the mid-frequency transition region, the phase shift is bounded by ±7/2.
Dallos and Evans tested the ability of outer hair cells to operate with a capacitive
divider at high frequencies by isolating a single OHC in a microchamber and modulating
the extracellular potential with a voltage source; their results are shown in Figure 3-8.
The displacement, which is presumably driven by the membrane voltage, does not tend to
zero at higher frequencies because of the capacitive divider. Dallos and Evans fit the
model described above to the data quite accurately. Thus, a capacitive divider that
couples extracellular potential gradients into intracellular membrane voltages at high
frequencies may be able to produce enough force and displacement to operate in vivo.
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Figure 3-8. Experimental results of the Dallos and Evans model where a single OHC isolated in a
microchamber was driven by an external voltage source.
The model was fit to the data quite accurately and the displacement of the outer hair cell did not tend
to zero at high frequencies. Reproduced from Dallos and Evans [31.
The problem with this model is the lack of experimental evidence to show that
capacitively coupled extracellular potential gradients dominate over the stereocilia
transducer current at high frequencies. Yates and Kirk [12] measured electrically evoked
otoacoustic emissions generated by current that was injected into the scala media that
bathes the apical sides of outer hair cells. In addition to simulating with current injection,
Yates and Kirk [12] introduced a low-frequency acoustic bias to change the mean
conductivity of the ion channels. The observed electrically evoked otoacoustic emissions
were modulated by the low-frequency bias, suggesting that capacitive coupling may not
be the dominant mechanism for coupling extracellular potential gradients into the outer
hair cells [3]. Thus, while the presence of a capacitive divider in outer hair cells has been
verified experimentally in vitro, it is unclear whether this effect is relevant in vivo or in
situ.
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3.6.2 Piezoelectricity and Mechanical Resonance
Mountain and Hubbard suggest that mechanical resonance can reduce the
effective impedance seen by the electrical system due to the piezoelectric relationship of
OHCs [13]. By assuming that the outer hair cell has a radius R and the motor molecule
undergoes an area change, 6A, as it transitions between its long and short states and
transfers charge z in the process, the ratio of OHC length change to total charge
movement satisfies the relationship given by:
AL SA
AQ UcRz
Equation 3-1. Direct coupling of OHC length change with charge displacement in the Mountain and
Hubbard piezoelectric model 1131.
The coupling in Equation 3-1 is characteristic of piezoelectric systems. Thus the
model in Figure 3-9 was adopted with the transformer ratio given by Equation 3-1 [13].
Electrical
'A1  G G
C - Va
U I I
OHC Membrane
Mechanical
F OHC IF0 IC Iv
Organ of Corti
Figure 3-9. Piezoelectric model presented by Mountain and Hubbard 1131.
The transformer represents the piezoelectric coupling between the electrical and mechanical
subsystems. GA is the conductance of the stereocilia ion channels, GB is the basolateral conductance,
Cm is the membrane capacitance, and the batteries represent the scala media and basolateral
potentials. The mechanical impedances are given by ZOHC and ZOC. Iv is velocity and Folc is force.
Reproduced from Mountain and Hubbard [131.
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In such a system, if the mechanical subsystem composed of the OHC and the
organ of Corti impedances operated at resonance, the effective mechanical impedance
reflected onto the electrical side would be very small. Thus, at mechanical resonance, the
membrane voltage would be very low and the majority of the transducer current would be
converted into velocity because of the small mechanical impedance. As a result, not
much force is needed at resonance to drive the mechanical system and so intracellular
voltages, albeit attenuated, may be sufficient [13]. The concept that mechanical
resonance can affect the membrane voltage is explored in later sections of this thesis in
greater detail, in part inspired by this model.
3.6.3 Piezoelectric Back Displacement Current
Spector et al. have presented a model of OHC electromotility that incorporates the
piezoelectric properties of the cell wall and demonstrates that piezoelectricity may
prevent severe attenuation of the membrane potential in short OHCs by generating a
strain-dependent displacement current [14]. This model assumes that the OHC cell wall
satisfies the linear relationships:
N, = C1 e +C12 'e+exATC
NO = C12Ex + C2 2- Se eT
dQ=e-e
=Q - ex,x, - eoeo + cAT,dS
Equations 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4. Linear piezoelectric relationships assumed to hold true for the outer
hair cell wall in the Spector et al. model [14].
N, and No are the stresses in the longitudinal and circumferential directions, E and E6 are the strain
components, C11, C12, and C22 are the orthotropic elastic moduli, e, and ea are the coefficients of stress
per change in membrane voltage, AT, is the change in the membrane potential, Q is the electrical
displacement across the membrane, S is the surface area of the OHC cell wall, and c is the specific
capacitance.
Spector et al. assume the current that enters through the stereocilia either exits the
cell via membrane ion channels or is displaced across the membrane according to the
charge variable, Q, in the equations described above. Assuming that the conductances of
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the stereocilia and ion channels in the membrane are given by G, and G, and that the
voltage drop across the stereocilia is A's, Kirchkoff's current law yields
dQG,AT, + =GAT,dt
Equation 3-5. Current entering the outer hair cell via the stereocilia conductance, G,, exits through
the membrane conductance, G,, or is displaced across the membrane by the piezoelectric effect via Q.
AT, is the voltage drop across the stereocilia [141.
Assuming that the longitudinal and circumferential strains vary sinusoidally with
no DC offset and peak strains Ex0 and coo, respectively, that G, = G, + Gs' sin ot, that the
strain is uniform throughout the OHC cell wall, and defining the endocochlear potential
T = ATS+ AT,, Equation 3-5 can be written as shown in Equation 3-6. In Equation 3-6,
the DC value of the membrane potential has been removed, C, is the whole-cell
capacitance, G = G, + GsO, and 0 = -S(cxex + CO0 eo), as described by Spector et al. [14].
C, dt +(G+G sinct) AT=G" T sinct -pwcosct
Equation 3-6. Kirchkoff's law for the Spector et al. model assuming sinusoidally varying strains and
stereocilia conductance and ignoring constant contributions to the membrane potential 1141.
P is the endocochlear potential, which is AT, + AT,.
To obtain an analytical solution to this problem, Spector et al. assume that in the
second term on the left hand side of Equation 3-6, G is the dominant term over Gs' sin cit
and that the resulting membrane potential, AT,, is sinusoidal. This leads to the solution
in Equation 3-7. Essentially, the approximate membrane potential is given by a left half
plane pole followed by a right half plane zero.
G'T -sp8
sC,+G
Equation 3-7. Solution for the membrane potential AT, in the Spector et al. model [141.
However, Spector et al. present their results in magnitude and phase form. The
magnitude and phase of the membrane potential can be found by substituting s = jW,
multiplying the numerator and denominator by the complex conjugate of the denominator,
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and finding the magnitude and phase of the resulting complex vector. The resulting
answers are given in Equation 3-8 and Equation 3-9 and are consistent with Equation 3-7.
AT [(C)]2 +[f 2 ()] 2
where
f (co) = GG 
- I8ct 2Cc
f2(co) =C (C, G + 8G)
f 3(co) co2 C, +G2
Equation 3-8. Magnitude of the membrane potential in the Spector et al. model 1141.
18O0 _2__0 = - - arctan
)T f (CO)
Equation 3-9. Phase of the membrane potential in the Spector et al. model 1141.
By assuming appropriate values for the parameters in the system, Spector et al.
conclude that the magnitude asymptotes to a value of f/Cc as the frequency approaches
infinity while the phase approaches 0 in short cells [14]. Thus, in short OHCs, the
receptor potential reaches a finite value for high frequencies and does not exhibit the
sharp rolloff that would be expected in the traditional RC analysis of the system (0 = 0).
This effect, however, is weaker in long cells, which is concomitant with the experimental
result that the apical region of the cochlea does not require great action of the cochlear
amplifier to operate at low frequencies. The Bode magnitude plot for varying values of 0
in short OHCs is shown in Figure 3-10, with a low-frequency value of 2.5 mV. The
corresponding phase plot is available in Figure 3-11 and indicates that the phase tends to
0' at high frequencies.
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Figure 3-10. Bode magnitude plot of the receptor potential in short OHCs in the Spector et al. model.
For finite values of f, the receptor potential does not tend to zero as the frequency increases but
instead approaches an asymptotic value. Reproduced from Spector et al. [141
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Figure 3-11. Bode phase plot of the receptor potential in short OHCs in the Spector et al. model.
According to Spector et al., for finite values of fl, the phase of the receptor potential tends to 00.
However, as shown in Section 3.6.3, this is incorrect; instead, the phase of the receptor potential
should tend to -180'. Reproduced from Spector et al. [141
However, the phase data shown exhibits incorrect behavior; instead, the phase
should tend to -1800 according to the model. The error made by Spector et al. in
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calculating the phase of the voltage stems from their use of Equation 3-9. As W
approaches infinity, f2(o)/f1 (w) tends towards zero; using arctangent in the first quadrant
(or fourth) yields 0 -> 00. However, upon closer inspection, f1(w) approaches -00 as CO
increases while f2(co) always stays positive. Thus, arctangent in the second quadrant must
be used, resulting in 0 -- -180' instead! This conclusion is bolstered by finding the
phase of Equation 3-7 for large values of s =jw, which tends towards -180' as well.
The fact that the receptor potential is almost -180' out of phase with the input
current calls into question the validity of this model. This suggests that for high
frequencies, incoming current will cause hyperpolarization of the membrane instead of
depolarization. Whether or not such a system is biologically realistic is questionable and
must be verified with empirical data. Furthermore, the assumption made by Spector et al.
that the peak strain is a constant which is essentially independent of the frequency of
operation needs to be justified with experiment to confirm or reject this model. The
authors also assume zero phase shifts between the strains and stereocilia conductance but
do not justify this simplification, which may be untrue depending on the mechanical
characteristics of the system. Lastly, the idea that the receptor potential asymptotes at
high frequencies rather than approaching zero is unlikely from an engineering viewpoint.
In most engineered systems, filtering is imposed at frequencies outside those of interest to
limit the noise that can affect the system, resulting in a sharp cutoff in the transfer
function generally at high frequencies. Failure to bandlimit the frequency response of a
sensory system would probably result in a tremendous loss of precision due to noise.
Nonetheless, the idea that the piezoelectric properties of the outer hair cell may assist in
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limiting the loss of membrane potential due to the membrane time constant is important
and should be addressed, albeit in a different fashion, in future work.
3.6.4 Multiple Mode Traveling Wave Model of the Cochlea
In a traveling-wave model of the cochlea developed by Hubbard, local negative
feedback that couples two modes of vibration together can generate realistic results when
compared with experimental data [15]. The electrical analog for the mechanical system
is shown in Figure 3-12. The top line is a traditional resonant basilar membrane model
while the bottom line is not composed of resonant sections [15]. The coupling between
the two modes results from the two current sources, It, and It2, which are dependent on
gain constants, capacitances, and voltages across the capacitors. Since the gain factors,
g2-1 and gi-2 are both negative, the coupling generated by Iti and It2 is negative in sign.
For example, if V2 increases, It, decreases, V1 increases, and It2 decreases, which attempts
to reduce V2 and thus the coupling exhibits negative feedback. It is interesting to note
that negative feedback instead of the oft-assumed positive feedback is used in this model.
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Figure 3-12. Hubbard's traveling-wave model of the cochlea.
Currents represent volume velocity while voltages correspond to pressure. Inductors are acoustic
mass, capacitors are compliance, and resistors are damping. Reproduced from Hubbard 1151.
According to Hubbard, waves travel at the same velocity on both the lines when
they are coupled together [15]. In the sections basal to the resonant location, the wave
velocity is essentially set by the top line. However, near resonance, the velocity slows
down to that of the bottom line. Over this region, amplification of the incoming signal is
considerable and produces the active peak expected from the action of the cochlear
amplifier. This model matches experimental data closely in both phase and magnitude,
as shown in Figure 3-13 and Figure 3-14.
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Figure 3-13. The velocity ratio between the basilar membrane and the stapes for the model (solid
line) with experimental data from a chinchilla (open circles).
The dashed line is the power calculated from the model. Reproduced from Hubbard 1151.
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Figure 3-14. The phase angle for the model (solid line) and experimental data from chinchillas (open
and closed circles).
Reproduced from Hubbard [151.
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Although Hubbard's model does not identify a clear mechanism for OHC
electromotility or clear analogs between the parameters and cochlear micromechanics, it
suggests that intermode coupling via negative feedback may be responsible for cochlear
amplifier characteristics [15]. Perhaps multiple traveling-wave lines exist in the
biological cochlea with beneficial system characteristics. This idea is explored later in
this thesis along with the concept of multiple resonating modes.
3.6.5 Inductive Ion Channels
Ospeck et al. posit that a voltage-dependent ion channel may add an inductive
component to the membrane to resonate out the membrane capacitance and extend the
limiting frequency of the intracellular voltage [16]. In their study, the authors assume
that multiple modes of vibration in the organ of Corti allow OHC vibration to have the
correct phase to optimally counter viscous drag, which they claim is dominated by gap
drag between the reticular lamina and tectorial membrane [16]. These simplifications are
not based on cochlear micromechanics but on the assumption of optimality.
Ospeck et al. present a hypothetical two-state ion channel and demonstrate that it
can have certain inductive characteristics for cor >> 1, where co is the frequency and r is
the relaxation time constant of the channel assuming Hodgkin-Huxley dynamics, as in
Equation 3-10 [16]. In the two-state model, P is the open probability of the channel. The
transition from the closed and open state has the rate constant k+ while the transition from
the open to closed state has the rate constant k- and thus r = (k+ + k-)-1 [16]. The addition
of an inductive ion channel helps to cancel out the effect of the membrane capacitance by
resonant effects and may lead to an effective speedup of the membrane time constant.
Based on this model, Ospeck et al. estimate that the OHC inductance needs to be about
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130 H [16]. Multiple-state ion channels with more complex gating characteristics may
provide better inductive characteristics. As seen in Figure 3-15, the four-state model
provides a more realistic fit to a pure inductor in response to a step in voltage.
dP(V,,t) P(V)-P(V,t)
dt V
Equation 3-10. Hodgkin-Huxley differential equation governing the open probability of the two-state
ion channel presented by Ospeck et al. [161
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Figure 3-15. (A) Hypothetical free energy profiles of two state and four state ion channels are shown.
(B) The four state ion channel (4SC) matches the inductive response to a step in voltage (IND) better
than the two state model (2SC). The resistor (RES) response in current follows the voltage exactly.
Reproduced from Ospeck et al. [161
Inductive ion channels are known to exist in the squid giant axon but have not
been found in OHCs yet [16]. The validity of this analysis rests on the assumption that
outer hair cells have optimal phase to counteract viscous drag and that inductive ion
channels can be eventually found. Whether or not these assumptions can be confirmed
via experimental data remains to be seen.
3.6.6 Hair Bundle Amplification
Despite all the possible explanations presented by the studies described above,
perhaps somatic OHC electromotility is not responsible for the cochlear amplifier in
mammals. Martin and Hudspeth report physiological evidence that the hair bundles
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present on hair cells of bullfrogs can become entrained with mechanical stimulation [17].
They posit that hair bundle motion may act to amplify incoming signals and could thus
the cochlear amplifier. They placed a fiber tip against the stereocilia of outer hair cells
and observed the motion of the fiber base as well as the hair bundle. Without any
stimulation by the fiber, the hair bundle shown in Figure 3-16 spontaneously oscillated at
about 9 Hz. Thus, spontaneous oscillation of the hair bundle is a candidate mechanism
for the generation of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions [17]. The fiber base was swept
from 5 Hz to 21 Hz and at about 7.5 Hz, the hair bundle entrained the fiber motion,
indicating that active amplification is possible, at least at low frequencies [17]. Martin
and Hudspeth found that the mechanical energy they inputted was less than that
dissipated by viscous drag and thus concluded that the hair bundles provided power into
the system [17].
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Figure 3-16. A bullfrog OHC hair bundle can entrain the motion of a fiber placed against it.
Part A shows the motion of the stimulus fiber as it is swept from 5 Hz to 21 Hz (top) and the
oscillation of the hair bundle (bottom). Without mechanical stimulation, the hair bundle
spontaneously oscillated at -9 Hz. At -7.5 Hz stimulation (part C), the hair bundle entrained the
mechanical motion. At -6.5 Hz (part B), the hair bundle led the fiber while at -11 Hz, the hair
bundle lagged. Reproduced from Martin and Hudspeth [171.
There are two candidates in the literature for the motor that may drive hair bundle
amplification. The first is a myosin motor in the hair bundle that could be activated by
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stress experienced as a result of hair bundle motion, thus undergoing abrupt power
strokes to amplify the signal [18]. Myosin may also be responsible for adaptation in hair
cells and could perhaps play a dual role in acting as a power source. The other potential
mechanism for hair bundle motion is the mechanical operation of transduction channels
in the stereocilia themselves [18]. As shown at the top of Figure 3-17, excitatory
displacement of the hair bundle allows an ion, potentially Ca , to enter, bind to the ion
channel, and promote closure of the channel. This effect cause the tip link tension to
increase, thus pulling the hair bundle in the opposite direction (bottom). If timed to
coincide with the negative phase of the input, this mechanisms may provide mechanical
amplification and entrainment.
4 \-L
Figure 3-17. Hypothetical mechanism for hair bundle amplification involving transduction channels
in hair cells and Ca 2+ ions (red dot).
Displacement in the positive direction by the input allows Ca2+ to enter the ion channel and bind to
the channel, promoting closure. This effect snaps the channel shut, resulting in additional tip link
tension that pulls the hair bundle in the opposite direction during the negative phase of the input,
providing amplification. Reproduced from Hudspeth et al. [81
Since OHCs in non-mammals do not exhibit somatic motility, it is likely that hair
bundle amplification is responsible for the cochlear amplifier in lower animals. However,
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whether or not this mechanism is significant in mammals has yet to be resolved by
experiment. It is also unclear if hair bundle amplification can operate at the extremely
high frequencies of hearing that can be attained by bats and other mammals since the data
that has been presented has been taken for very low frequencies.
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4 Local Outer Hair Cell Model
Outer hair cells are embedded in between the reticular lamina and the basilar
membrane. When OHCs contract, the reticular lamina experiences a downwards force
while the basilar membrane is pulled upwards. Because depolarization of the outer hair
cell, which leads to contraction, is generated by upwards movement of the reticular
lamina, there is negative feedback around the RL. Essentially, displacement of the RL in
the positive vertical direction (towards the modiolus) causes the stereocilia to pivot away
from the modiolus, which depolarizes the membrane and causes OHCs to shorten. This
tends to tilt the stereocilia back towards the modiolus and hyperpolarizes the membrane.
This argument relies on the physiological anatomy of the system shown in Figure 3-5.
Similarly, there is positive feedback by the basilar membrane, since upwards movement
of the BM generates depolarization, which then tends to increase the upwards
displacement of the BM by OHC contraction.
However, since the reticular lamina exhibits more displacement than the basilar
membrane with OHC contraction and elongation, negative feedback should dominate in
this system. This negative feedback loop includes the outer hair cell membrane time
constant because the outer hair cell force determines the movement of the associated
mechanical structures. As seen in Section 2, negative feedback in motor systems is often
used to speed up slow systems. Thus, in this section, I will demonstrate how negative
feedback can accelerate the slow membrane time constant and generate a sharpening of
the basilar membrane and reticular lamina displacements.
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4.1 Mechanical Model with One Resonator and One Source of
Damping
The electrical analog of the mechanical system described in this section can be
represented as shown in Figure 4-1. In this representation, the currents, 'in and Itn,
represent the input force on the basilar membrane structure and the feedback force
resulting from the electromotile response of the OHCs, respectively. The dependent
current source I represents the feedback force and will be described later. The voltages,
Vri and Vbrm, represent the velocities of the reticular lamina and basilar membrane,
respectively. The mechanical admittances of the reticular lamina, the outer hair cell, and
the basilar membrane are given by Yri, Yoh, and Ybm, respectively.
Y rl
Yohc f
Vbm
Figure 4-1. The block representation of the OHC system with surrounding structures using currents
to represent forces and voltages to represent velocities. Same as Figure 4-5.
Even without inserting any parameters in for the admittances, this model assumes,
for simplicity, that the tectorial membrane is rigid and does not move. The validity of
this assumption will need to be evaluated in future work. Since the tectorial membrane
does move in the biological system, the effective values of the parameters used for the
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reticular may lump in the properties of the tectorial membrane. Dynamic properties of
the tectorial membrane have been measured and should be incorporated in later work [19].
Determining the appropriate parameters for the admittances is crucial for a
functional model of the cochlea. In particular, there must be at least one source of
viscous damping that acts on the motion of the cochlea according to Gold [20]. Ospeck
et al. assume that the drag that results from the gap between the tectorial membrane and
the reticular lamina (gap drag) is dominant over any other sources of viscous damping in
the system [16]. The boundary layer for periodic motion in a fluid is given by:
Co
Equation 4-1. Boundary layer 6 for periodic motion with frequency W [211.
v is the kinematic viscosity, which is given by the viscosity n divided by the density p.
Evaluating Equation 4-1 at 100 kHz, where n = 0.72 x 10-3 Pa-s for perilymphatic
fluid and p = 1.0 x 10 3 kg/M3, assuming a density close to that of water, 6 = 1.51 Am.
Given that the tallest stereocilia in the basal turn of the cochlea, and thus the gap between
the TM and the BM, in the guinea pig and the leaf-nosed bat are about 1.0 Am, the
viscous forces from the gap drag may be on the same order of magnitude as inertial
forces [10][22]. For now, however, the inertial effects are ignored though this
assumption needs to be verified in future work. This is accurate for low Reynolds
number flow. The viscous force acting on an oscillating plate of area A with velocity V
can be expressed as:
F =7V
'5
Equation 4-2. The viscous force acting on an oscillating plate of area A with velocity V for a fluid
with viscosity n and boundary layer dimension 6 [211.
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Since the dimension of the gap between the TM and the BM is slightly smaller
than that of the boundary layer 6, the force is evaluated by using 6 = 1.0 Jim, the gap size.
According to Brownell et al., a single OHC can be modeled as a cylinder with a diameter
of about 9 lm [1]. Assuming that the area of the oscillating plate in Equation 4-2 is equal
to the area of the top of the OHC, A = 7r-(4.5 tm) 2 . The outer hair cell's effect on the
reticular lamina or basilar membrane is similar to indenting a cell membrane with a
cylindrical probe. As described by Kamm [23], the volume of deformation scales as the
third power of the outer hair cell radius (~r 3 ) and so the area of deformation should be
approximately -r 2. This is an estimate of the space constant of the system and should be
confirmed by experiment, though it suggests that assuming the area of the oscillating
plate is equal to that of the area of the top of the OHC is a valid approximation. This
analysis yields a damping coefficient ri = 4.58 x 10-8 N-s/m.
The stiffness of the basilar membrane measured in the pectinate zone with a 20
prm diameter probe is 1.1 N/m [24]. Scaling to the area of a single OHC yields a basilar
membrane stiffness, kbm = 0.22275 N/m. Since the motion of the reticular lamina is
greater than that of the basilar membrane by about 5 to 10 times in cochlear turn 3 of the
guinea pig in response to OHC contraction, we approximate the stiffness of the RL to be
about 8.5 times less than that of the BM [11]. Thus, kri = 0.0262 N/m. According to
personal communications with Prof. Peter Dallos, the stiffness of a single outer hair cell
is approximately 360/L mN/m, where L is the cell length given in ,Im [25]. Given that
the shortest hair cell in basal portion of the bat cochlea is about 8 Am [8], the stiffness of
the OHC is about koh, = 45 mN/m. The mass of the basilar membrane is estimated by
assuming a density of water (p = 1.0 x 10 3 kg/m 3) and considering a volume defined by
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the area of an OHC cell times the thickness of the basilar membrane. The thickness at the
basal end is about 7 Am and thus the mass of the BM is about mbm = 4.45 x 101" kg [26].
The effective mass of the basilar membrane, however, may need to take into account the
fluid mass displaced by movement of the basilar membrane as well as the mass of the
Deiters' cells in later revisions. For now, these masses are assumed to be negligible.
With these parameter values, we can assemble a mechanical model of the system.
Assuming that the gap drag is the only significant source of viscous damping in the
system, the model used is shown in Figure 4-2. Translating between this and the
electrical analog shown in Figure 4-1,
Yb = +M b * S
S
Equation 4-3. Basilar membrane admittance for the electrical analog of the model in Figure 4-2.
sri1 = kj+ 'r
S
Equation 4-4. Reticular lamina admittance for the electrical analog of the model in Figure 4-2.
Equation 4-5. Outer hair cell admittance for the electrical analog of the model in Figure 4-2.
I. =F
in in
Equations 4-6 and 4-7. Currents for the electrical analog of the model in Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-2. Simple mechanical model for the local system.
k represents a spring constant, m represents mass, and t represents a damping coefficient. The
position of the basilar membrane is given by x while the position of the reticular lamina is given by y.
4.2 Mechanical Model with One Resonator and Two Sources of
Damping
However, the simple mechanical model of Figure 4-2 is likely to be inadequate.
For example, assume that the feedback force is completely off, so that Ff = 0. Then, the
free-body equations are given by:
i, = kb, x+mb, -+koh(XY)
0 = k. -y + , + khc(y - X)
Equation 4-8 and Equation 4-9. Free-body equations with no feedback forces (Ffb = 0) for the model
in Figure 4-2.
Solving, we find that:
F kbm +m s 2 + kOhc(krl + S - r)
kOhc + k-l +S rl
Equation 4-10. Input-output relationship for the model in Figure 4-2 with no OHC motility.
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As expected, if r1 is made arbitrarily small, the system becomes purely resonant
with no damping. However, if the damping coefficient ,1 is made arbitrarily large, the
system also tends towards pure resonance with no damping at all because the third term
in the denominator of Equation 4-10 will not depend on s. This goes against the intuition
that increased damping should lead to an increasingly damped system. Essentially, the
dashpot in Figure 4-2 becomes so exceedingly slow that there is almost no motion in the
RL and so the resonant BM mass and spring can move as if they see no damping at all.
Only at an intermediate value of ri will significant damping be seen. This effect is seen
in Figure 4-3 as the intermediate value of r1 yields the most damped (lowest Q) system
while the lower and higher values of the damping coefficient yield less damping.
Bode Magnitude Diagram
- Normal damping pri
- prl10
t pril10
50 -
40 --
.E,
20 - ,-o
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0I-
Frequency (rad/sec) 
10
Figure 4-3. The Bode magnitude plot from input force to output BM displacement of Equation 4-10
for different values Of kri (prl on the plot).
The solid blue line represents the value for GrI derived above. The dotted and circled green line
represents kri X 10 while the dashed red line represents krl / 10.
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As a result of this anomaly, we may need to introduce another source of damping
into the system of Figure 4-2 to produce realistic BM motion. A dashpot in parallel with
kbm and mbm would yield a damping term that would clearly lower the Q of the BM as it
increases and raise the Q as it decreases. Since the boundary layer derived above has a
dimension of about 1.51 yim and the BM vibration has a dimension of about 100 nm
peak-to-peak [16], we approximate the BM damping coefficient according to Equation
4-2, yielding bm = 3.033 x 10-8 N-s/m. Thus, we modify Equation 4-3 to include this
extra damping term, which gives a new expression for Ybm:
Y = k bm +m -S
S
Equation 4-11. Modified version of Equation 4-3 to include a damping term.
Thus, the new mechanical model is shown in Figure 4-4.
kri 
- ri
I
kohc Ffb
mbm
Fin
kbm 
- bm
Figure 4-4. Modified mechanical model of Figure 4-2 to include damping for the basilar membrane.
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4.3 Active Component Model Derivation
Before we can derive the equivalent block diagrams for the system, we must
determine the relevant feedback forces generated by the active components. In this thesis,
I assume that the feedback force Ftb is composed solely of Fft, the forward transduction
force which is due to the displacement of the RL tilting the stereocilia, causing a
membrane potential change and a resulting force. Whether or not a piezoelectric force
that is generated by a strain-dependent back displacement current should be included will
be determined in future work. For estimating Fft, we assume that a 14.6 nm RL
displacement causes a 1 cilia rotation according to Dallos [25], the height of the a hair
bundle is 1 ym, and the probability that the hair bundle is open for a given hair bundle
displacement is (25 nm)-1 [27], where hair bundle displacement is given by the height of
the hair bundle times the angle of deflection. We also assume that the maximum hair
bundle conductance (gt) is 28 nS, the gain from membrane potential to force is 0.1
nN/mV, that the endocochlear potential (vec) is 80 mV, the resting potential (vr) of an
OHC is about -70 mV, the basolateral potassium conductance (g9) is 50 nS, and the
membrane capacitance (Cm) is 15 pF, according to Ospeck et al. [16]. Then, the
linearized gain from reticular lamina displacement to force is given by:
Fft =0.1 nN gK 1 irrad 1 k,-y
mV C' s+1 25nm 180' 14.6nm vs+1
gK
r = 0.3 ms, kt = 0.402-
m
Equation 4-12. The linear forward transduction gain from reticular lamina displacement to force.
4.4 Block Diagrams of the Two Proposed Systems
To more clearly understand the relationships between the active feedback and the
resulting BM and RL responses, given by the variables x and y in the models above,
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block diagrams can be drawn for the two proposed systems. The variables used in the
block diagrams are summarized in Table 4-1. Of course, as for most biological systems,
these parameters may vary but are probably good estimates within an order of magnitude.
Table 4-1. Parameters and variables used in block diagrams for models described above.
Name Description Value
x Basilar membrane displacement N/A
y Reticular lamina displacement N/A
kbm Basilar membrane stiffness 0.22275 N/m
bm Basilar membrane damping 3.033 x 10-8 N-s/m
mbm Basilar membrane mass 4.45 x 10-13 kg
kohc Outer hair cell stiffness 45 mN/m
kri Reticular lamina stiffness 0.0262 N/m
r Reticular lamina damping 4.58 x 10- N-s/m
Fft Force generated by forward transduction k, -y
rs +1
kt Reticular lamina displacement to force gain for Fft 0.402 N/m
T Outer hair cell membrane time constant 0.3 ms
4.4.1 Is there sufficient membrane voltage?
One of the primary questions that exists in the literature is whether or not there is
sufficient voltage at high frequencies to produce the necessary feedback force. To
examine this question, we simplify the block diagram by ignoring the piezoelectric force
and only considering Fft. We know from the derivation above that the membrane voltage
that drives somatic motility is given by Fft divided by the voltage to force gain, 0.1
nN/mV. Thus, using the electrical analog of the mechanical system, we can derive the
block diagram shown in Figure 4-6, which can be simplified into Figure 4-7. Figure 4-1
is reproduced here as Figure 4-5 for reference.
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Yrl
Yohc f
bm
Figure 4-5. The block representation of the OHC system with surrounding structures using currents
to represent forces and voltages to represent velocities. Same as Figure 4-1.
F(h I y r > + 1/. =)in- I rI1
k, nN
'0.1-
s(Ts+1) mV
I Ym1 \Y IFVM
Y )Y rl +0.1 nN
M V
Figure 4-6. Block diagram of both models with the piezoelectric force ignored.
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, =Yy
ohc bm
k___ nN0.1
s(rs+1) mV
V
m
Figure 4-7. Simplified block diagram of both models with the piezoelectric force ignored.
The loop transmission is given by Equation 4-13 and is general for the two
models except that the piezoelectric force is ignored.
L(s)= k, Y
S(1S+l1) Y,,,Yohc bm ri r+ ohc
Equation 4-13. Loop transmission of the block diagram shown in Figure 4-6.
4.4.1.1 Model with One Source of Damping and No Piezoelectric Force
Substituting in values for the model with only one source of damping, we find
that the system can be written in standard root locus form as shown in Equation 4-14.
The root locus plot is included in Figure 4-8 and shows poles located at s = -3333, -1.51 x
10 6 , and -1.71 x 10 4  j 7.41 x 105 and zeros at j 7.08 x 105.
S 2 + kbm
L(s) =
s + S3 +S2 k, +kh ) +S kbm +ko ) kbm -*koe +kbm -k, + k -kohcS+!I +,) mbm mbm rl
Equation 4-14. Loop transmission with parameters for single damper model with no piezoelectric
force.
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Figure 4-8. Root locus plot for single damper model with no piezoelectric force.
The system with Fin as the input to the output vm, the membrane voltage, has a
Bode plot which is shown in Figure 4-9. The presence of the membrane time constant
causes a single pole roll-off but the presence of mechanical resonance gives a peak at
higher frequencies, which may be sufficient to drive the somatic motility of the outer hair
cell. The time constant has been sped up past h/r but not significantly in this case. An
examination of the pole-zero plot in Figure 4-10 demonstrates that the pole arising from
the membrane time constant has moved from -3333 rad/sec to about -21.1 x 104 rad/sec.
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Bode Diagram
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Figure 4-9. Bode plot for single damper model with no piezoelectric force from input force to output
membrane voltage.
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Figure 4-10. Pole-zero plot for single damper model from input force to output membrane voltage
with no piezoelectric force.
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Since some of the parameters obtained here were for the guinea pig and not the
bat, this system may not be optimized to provide enough loop gain to push the membrane
time constant out past 100 kHz. For example, if the gain of forward transduction, kt,
were increased 10-fold, the membrane time constant could be sped up 10-fold as well, to
-2.11 x 105 rad/sec, as shown in Figure 4-11. If the membrane time constant, r, was
smaller, perhaps because bat outer hair cells are shorter than guinea pig OHCs and thus
have less surface area for membrane capacitance, the speedup could be enhanced as well.
For example, if r is decreased 3-fold, as in Figure 4-12, the overall system pole resulting
from the membrane time constant is sped up by approximately three times.
X 10 5  Pole-Zero Map8
6
System: vmeasiest
Pole: -2.11e+005
Damping: 12- Overshoot (%): 0
Frequency (rad/sec): 2.1 le+005
E
--
-4
-6
-8I I
-14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0
Real Axis x 10,
Figure 4-11. Pole-zero plot for single damper model from input force to output membrane voltage
with no piezoelectric force and kt increased 10-fold.
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Figure 4-12. Pole-zero plot for single damper model from input force to output membrane voltage
with no piezoelectric force and T decreased 3-fold.
Thus, the negative feedback that is acting on the reticular lamina and controlling
the OHC membrane voltage is able to speed up slow membrane time constants. This is
due to the force feedback and the characteristics of the surrounding mechanical structures.
4.4.1.2 Model with Two Sources of Damping and No Piezoelectric Force
For the model with two sources of damping, one each on the RL and the BM, the
primary effect of the extra BM damping is to shift the complex poles. The loop gain is:
s2+ s+ +
S{- + +kd
Equation 4-15. Loop transmission with parameters for two damper model with no piezoelectric force.
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As is shown in Figure 4-13, the zeros of the root locus plot are moved off of the
jo-axis compared to the single damper system, which results in a lower Q. However,
because the movement is not too great, the effect on the speedup of the slow membrane
time constant is not too great either, according to Grant's rule. This is verified by the
closed loop pole-zero plot in Figure 4-14, which shows that the pole due to the membrane
time constant is at approximately the same location as in the single damper case.
1.5
1
x 106 Root Locus
0.5k
0)
E
-0.5 k
1
-1.5
-15 -10 -5 0
Real Axis x 10,
Figure 4-13. Root locus plot for two damper model with no piezoelectric force.
The Bode plot of this system, however, demonstrates that the addition of the extra
damping on the basilar membrane decreases the Q of the system compared to the single
damper system. This is demonstrated in Figure 4-15.
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Figure 4-14. Pole-zero plot for two damper model from input force to output membrane voltage with
no piezoelectric force.
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Figure 4-15. Bode plot for single damper model with no piezoelectric force from input force to
output membrane voltage.
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4.4.1.3 Problems with Proposed Models with No Piezoelectric Force
There are some possible problems with the two models described here. As seen
in the root locus plots in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-13, the complex zeros which the
complex poles will move to are below the poles themselves. Thus, as the loop gain is
increased, the poles move away from the jo-axis and downwards before they approach
the zeros. This does not lead to an increased Q and identifies the need for some closer
evaluation of the dynamics and interactions of the various components since the primary
purpose of the cochlear amplifier is to improve the Q of the mechanical response.
Additionally, the speedup of the membrane time constant, although significant
and perhaps unnecessary because of the resonance of the mechanical system, is not so
great that the slow pole is pushed beyond 100 kHz. On one hand, this may be due to
inaccurate parameters. On the other hand, it may be the case that the resonance of the
mechanical system with the moderate speedup of the membrane time constant is enough
to produce voltages for OHC somatic motility and the putative cochlear amplifier.
4.5 Revised Mechanical Model with Two Resonators
The first problem mentioned in Section 4.4.1.3 can be resolved by adding an
additional mode of resonance into the system. In the previous two mechanical models,
the effective mass that must be displaced when the RL moves was ignored. As we can
see from the root locus plots shown above, an additional set of complex poles in the loop
gain would cause the Q of the system and thus the gain at resonance to increase as kt is
increased. An additional set of poles can be added by introducing another source of
resonance into the system. Suppose, as in [11], that the effective mass of the reticular
lamina is approximately equal to that of the basilar membrane. The mass of the fluid in
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the TM-RL gap and the TM mass may add to the effective mass of the RL in this model.
Though Mammano and Ashmore [11] observed that motion of the RL was an
underdamped system with the tendency to overshoot in response to a step input, the
additional source of resonance being added here may not literally be only from the RL
but may include the effective properties of surrounding structures. Note that Mammano
and Ashmore actually state that their responses were overdamped, but the overshoot and
ringing observed does not back up this claim [11]. The properties of the TM and the
stereocilia may add their dynamics to the system and need to be examined in future work.
Nonetheless, we model the system as shown in Figure 4-16 for the time being. Basic
characteristics of two resonators coupled by a spring were presented by Dallos [24].
kri 
- rI
yJ
i
kohc Ffb
mbm
IFi
kbm 
- bm
Figure 4-16. Modified mechanical model with two sources of resonance, one at the basilar membrane
and the other at the reticular lamina.
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We allow a new variable, in,, which is set to be equal to mbm. Thus, the
admittance equivalent of the reticular lamina is now given by:
Yi = ri+ , +mr -s
S
Equation 4-16. Modified admittance of the reticular lamina to include an effective mass.
According to this new model, the loop gain has another pole added by the
additional source of resonance. The loop transmission is expressed in Equation 4-17.
Note that the gain is controlled by the value of in, in this case instead of ,1 as before.
SS
4 ___ 3_____2__ _____kd (k +k,) 4 (k f+kd) _________+k~d
s+_ s +s 4 + sn { nL _
Equation 4-17. Loop transmission with parameters for two modes of resonance model with no
piezoelectric force.
The additional source of resonance adds another set of complex poles to the root
locus diagram of the loop transmission shown in Figure 4-17. While one pair of the poles
must travel to the zeroes established by the basilar membrane dynamics, the other pair of
poles can travel towards the right half plane while the amplifier time constant pole moves
further into the left half plane. Thus, the closed loop transfer function from the input
force to the membrane voltage speeds up the amplifier time constant but at the same time
increases the Q of the system, resulting in a larger gain and more selectivity. This effect
is reflected in the pole-zero plot of the transfer function from input force to the membrane
voltage as there are two sets of complex poles, as plotted in Figure 4-18. However,
whether or not these local characteristics improve the gain and selectivity of the overall
traveling wave model remains to be seen.
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Figure 4-17. Root locus plot for two modes of resonance model with no piezoelectric force.
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Figure 4-18. Pole-zero plot for two modes of resonance model from input force to output membrane
voltage with no piezoelectric force.
The Bode plot of the membrane voltage for a given input force in Figure 4-19 also
shows two peaks resulting from the two pairs of complex poles. To demonstrate how this
system can result in a greater gain and speedup with larger feedback force coefficient, kt,
we artificially increase kt to be 5 times larger than that shown in Figure 4-19 (kt = 0.402 x
5 = 2.01). The Bode plot of the membrane voltage in this new system is shown in Figure
4-20 and clearly has a higher peak with a greater speedup of the amplifier time constant
since the first order rolloff occurs at a higher frequency. If kt is increased even further,
instability may arise as the complex poles are pushed over into the right half plane. Thus,
as the gain is adjusted by adaptation mechanisms in the cochlea, the characteristics of the
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local feedback model are modified as well. The effect of changes in the local model on
the overall traveling-wave response of the cochlea will be discussed in later work.
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Figure 4-19. Bode plot for two modes of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input
force to output membrane voltage.
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Figure 4-20. Bode plot for two modes of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input
force to output membrane voltage using kt = 2.01.
4.5.1 Possible Mechanism for Spontaneous Otoacoustic Emissions
The ability of this system to produce instability in the membrane voltage of the
outer hair cell with increased OHC gain could lead to oscillations that may be the basis of
observed spontaneous otoacoustic emissions [6]. Spontaneous otoacoustic emissions are
observed in the absence of any external stimulation. In order to enhance sensitivity and
selectivity for very soft sounds in times of silence or low sound input levels, it is likely
that outer hair cell gain is increased in the biological cochlea. This would cause the
complex poles shown in the root locus plot of Figure 4-18 to move closer and closer to
the jco-axis and perhaps cross it in certain cases, leading to instability and spontaneous
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emissions. Concomitant with this possible mechanism of spontaneous otoacoustic
emissions is the fact that aspirin is known to reduce the force produced by outer hair cells
and also reduce the production of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions [29][30]. Further
study that incorporates known physiological conditions that can trigger spontaneous
otoacoustic emissions with a full traveling-wave model that includes the local model
described here and nonlinearities is necessary to confirm or refute the possible connection
between outer hair cell instability and observed spontaneous otoacoustic emissions. For
example, in addition to reducing the magnitude of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions,
aspirin may also cause small shifts in the frequency of these emissions [31].
4.5.2 Basilar Membrane Response
The block diagram in Figure 4-7 yields a transfer function from input force to
reticular lamina velocity. To prepare the local model for incorporation into a traveling-
wave model, we use the free-body equation expressed in Equation 4-18 to derive the
block diagram shown in Figure 4-21. Essentially, the conversion from the reticular
lamina velocity to basilar membrane displacement introduces two poles, one at the origin
and one at -1/T, as well as three zeros governed by the reticular lamina and OHC
mechanical characteristics and the OHC amplifier gain. The two poles introduced by the
conversion cancel out with the zeros at the origin and at -1/r that show up in the transfer
function from input force to RL velocity. As seen in Figure 4-22, one of the zeros added
by the conversion falls quite close to the sped up amplifier time constant, providing a
near pole-zero cancellation. This reduces the effect of the amplifier time constant on the
basilar membrane and solves the second problem in Section 4.4.1.3. The two other zeros
are complex and are in the vicinity of the complex poles generated by the feedback loop.
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O= k, -y+ ,, -p+m,,-j+k,,,,(y-x)+ ' -y
rs +1
Equation 4-18. Free-body equation for two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force.
+ rs + 1F.bm Y+oh kc,+ ,,s + bm +
ohc
k 0.1 nN
s(rs+1) mV
m
0.1 nN
mV
Figure 4-21.
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Block diagram for two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from
input force to basilar membrane displacement, x.
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Figure 4-22. Pole-zero plot of two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input
force to basilar membrane displacement. Note the many near pole-zero cancellations.
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The Bode plot of this system in Figure 4-23 has a peak that is probably too sharp
to be realistic. However, as expected, the effect of the amplifier time constant is minimal
because of the pole-zero cancellation. The first peak results from the near pole-zero
cancellation of the complex poles and complex zeros closer to the origin. The second
peak results from the complex poles farther from the origin.
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Figure 4-23. Bode plot of two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input
force to basilar membrane displacement.
The second peak is probably too sharp to be realistic.
The second peak can be minimized by increasing the damping of the basilar
membrane. Increasing bm by an order of magnitude to 3.033 x 10-7 N-s/m, the resulting
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Bode diagram in Figure 4-24 shows a much more highly damped system. Increasing the
value of the OHC gain sharpens the first peak but does not affect the second peak greatly
as seen in Figure 4-25. This is expected because the second peak results from the
complex poles further away from the origin, which, from the root locus plot in Figure
4-17, do not move to a great extent compared with the complex poles closer to the origin.
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Figure 4-24. Bode plot of two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input
force to basilar membrane displacement where basilar membrane damping, bm = 3.033 x 10~7 N-s/m.
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Figure 4-25. Bode plot of two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input force to basilar membrane displacement where 4bm -
3.033 x 10-7 N-s/m. Different gain settings are shown.
At large values of kt, such as kt = 2.5 N/m, the phase nature of the system changes dramatically.
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As the OHC gain, kt, is increased, the first peak increases in magnitude and also
becomes sharper while the second peak barely changes. After a certain value of kt, the
phase of the system changes dramatically, as shown by the kt = 2.5 N/m case in Figure
4-25. The phase change results because the complex zeros introduced by the conversion
block from the reticular lamina velocity to basilar membrane displacement move further
to the right for larger values of kt and eventually cross over into the right half plane. The
pole-zero diagram in Figure 4-26 demonstrates this effect for different OHC gain settings.
Pole-Zero Map
-1.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5
Real Axis x 105
Figure 4-26. Pole-zero plot of two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input
force to basilar membrane displacement where bm = 3.033 x 10~7 N-s/m.
Different gain settings are shown, although kt = 2.0 N/m is omitted for clarity. At large values of kt,
right half plane zeros result.
The responses of BM displacement to a step input force for the three gain settings
in Figure 4-26 are shown in Figure 4-27 and zoomed in for clarity in Figure 4-28.
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Figure 4-27. Step response of BM displacement for two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force where bm = 3.033 x 10-7 N-s/m.
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Figure 4-28. Zoomed step response of BM displacement for two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force where kbm= 3.033 x 10 7 N-s/m.
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As the step responses and Bode plots demonstrate, increased OHC gain results in
a larger and sharper first peak. This translates into a slower settling time for a step
response input and more ringing. The second peak comes later in frequency and is not
largely affected by changes in OHC gain. Nonetheless, there is increased selectivity and
gain at the first peak as the Q rises with higher values of OHC gain.
4.5.3 Analysis of Different Regimes using the Electrical Analog
1/!Fri
1/krI M1l
ri
1/kohc 'fb
bm
1ibm
'in 1/kbm Mbm
Figure 4-29. Electrical analog of the two resonator model with currents representing forces and
voltages representing velocities. Same as Figure 1-1.
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Figure 4-29 is the electrical analog of the two resonator model adopting the
convention that currents are forces and voltages are velocities. Thus, inductors represent
compliance, conductances are in analogy to damping, and capacitors are masses.
Around the first peak in the basilar membrane response, the reticular lamina is
operating around resonance. Thus, the reticular lamina impedance is essentially a resistor.
Since the peak frequency of the basilar membrane LRC tank is greater than that of the
reticular lamina, the basilar membrane impedance around the first peak is dominated by
the BM inductor (stiffness). We can model the resulting system as shown in Figure 4-30.
1/fri
Vri
1/khc I fb
bm
lin 1/kbm
Figure 4-30. The electrical analog of the two resonator model operating around the first resonant
peak in the BM response where the RL is damping dominated and the BM is stiffness dominated.
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In this regime, the effective combined impedance of the reticular lamina and outer
hair cell has a capacitive (mass) component added to it by the outer hair cell gain. Since
If = kt/(s-(rs+1)) and at the first peak in the BM response the system is operating far
beyond o = -1/r, we can approximate If, as kt/(s 2T). The effective impedance of the RL
and OHC combined, looking in from the basilar membrane, can be found by applying an
input current and finding the resulting voltage as shown in Figure 4-31. Since all the
incoming current, It, must pass through the resistor, vrl is simply It/r1 or ItR. Writing
KCL around the input node,
v -v
I+I = -
i
Ls
Equation 4-19. KCL around the input node of the test current in Figure 4-31.
R = 1 /Sfr
Vrl
Lohc =1/kohc 1 1fb
Vt
It i
Figure 4-31. Finding the effective combined impedance of the OHC and RL looking in from the BM
around the first resonant peak in the BM transfer function by using the electrical analog of the two
resonator model.
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As a result of Equation 4-19, It-(Loh-s + R + Lohc-kt-R/rs) = vt, which implies that
the effective impedance Zor of the OHC and RL combined is given by Equation 4-20.
v L hCRk,
Z, ---'-=L ns±+R±+ "Zor = o1 hcSR ock
it Ts
Equation 4-20. Effective impedance of the OHC and RL around the first BM peak has a capacitive
(mass) component added to it due to the OHC gain.
Zor is an LRC circuit in series and is in parallel with the basilar membrane
inductor from the point of view of the input current (force). The introduction of a
capacitor into the system allows the opportunity for resonance and can explain the
sharpening of the first peak with increased OHC gain. The input impedance of the entire
circuit is given by Zbm 11 Zor:
-s+ + s+1 LL2s
Rk, LoLk k
T1+ Lb, s 2+ s+1
Rk, 
-Loh, ) ohekt
Equation 4-21. Input impedance around the first BM peak has complex poles and zeroes.
This form of the input impedance explains a great deal of the behavior around the
first basilar membrane peak. Let us examine the denominator of the input impedance
first, which imposes a peaking behavior in the current to voltage response. The second
term in the denominator represents the damping. Thus, an increased kt will cause a
greater peak, as was observed in Figure 4-25. Similarly, a faster OHC time constant
(lower r) increases the Q of the system. The first term in the denominator basically sets
the resonant frequency. Increased OHC gain pushes the resonant frequency further out,
which is also seen in Figure 4-25 as the peak shifts to a higher frequency with larger kt.
The numerator sets the dip that occurs after the first resonant peak in the basilar
membrane response due to the effect of the complex zeros. Because the first term in the
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numerator (T/Rkt) is less than the first term in the denominator by (1 +Lbm/Lohc), the dip
occurs at a higher frequency than the peak, concomitant with the behavior in Figure 4-25.
The dip also becomes sharper with increased OHC gain, leading to a greater rolloff.
Therefore, the basic effect of the OHC gain around the first peak of the BM transfer
function is to produce an effective capacitance in the combined OHC and RL impedance
so that a resonant peak and dip are created. Larger kt leads to sharpened responses at
higher frequencies by lowering the effective capacitance (mass) created by the OHC gain
because C ~ 1/kt in Equation 4-20.
If the OHC gain did not exist, the input impedance would be given by Equation
4-22 and would exhibit no peaking behavior, as expected.
S11 Zor (Lhcs + R) LbS
(Loh, +Lb,)s +R
Equation 4-22. The input impedance with no OHC gain exhibits no peaking behaviors.
4.5.4 Reticular Lamina Response
The reticular lamina is also modified by increasing OHC gain. Unlike the basilar
membrane response, however, the low frequency value of the reticular lamina
displacement to input force transfer function decreases with larger gain. As expected, the
peaking behavior of the reticular lamina transfer function sharpens with a higher gain
value, as shown in Figure 4-32 where bm was increased to 3.033 x 10-7 N-s/m.
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Bode plot of two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input force to reticular lamina displacement where fbm
3.033 x 10-7 N-s/m. Different gain settings are shown.
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Figure 4-33. Pole-zero plot of two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input
force to reticular lamina displacement where 4bm = 3.033 x 10-7 N-s/m.
Different gain settings are shown, although kt = 2.0 N/m is omitted for clarity. The zero is from the
membrane time constant.
Figure 4-33 illustrates the pole-zero plot of the input force to RL displacement
transfer function. With increased gain, the complex poles of the reticular lamina move
closer and closer to the jw-axis while the poles of the basilar membrane are not affected
greatly. The amplifier time constant is clearly sped up with increasing gain while a zero
is fixed at -1/r due to the amplifier time constant being in the feedback path. It is this real
left half plane zero that generates the phase increase seen in Figure 4-32. If the OHC
gain is made too large, the reticular lamina will go unstable, which may play a role in
creating spontaneous otoacoustic emissions also.
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4.6 Issues to be Resolved
There are several issues with this local model that need to be resolved by
combining many local sections with appropriately scaled parameters to yield a traveling-
wave model or by comparing the local model to experimentally observed cochlear
micromechanics.
The effective basilar membrane damping, bm, was increased by a factor of 10 in
Section 4.5.2 to reduce the sharpness of the second peak in Figure 4-23. A more detailed
fluid mechanics analysis of the interactions between the basilar membrane and its
surrounding fluid must be carried out in order to justify an increase in this parameter.
It may be that damping acts over a greater effective area than the OHC area itself.
If this is true, then the reticular lamina damping coefficient may need to be magnified
along with the BM damping coefficient to be accurate. In Figure 4-34, ,] is also
increased by a factor of 10 to 4.58 x 10-7 N-s/m and the Bode plot from input force to
output basilar membrane displacement is shown for kt set to 10, 15, 20, and 25. Note that
with these changes, the shift of the first peak to higher frequencies with increased OHC
gain is more pronounced but the general form of the diagram is similar to that in Figure
4-25. This suggests that increasing both the effective area of damping for the basilar
membrane and reticular lamina may be a justified modification to the assumptions made
earlier in this section as long as a larger OHC gain can be justified as well.
The amount of OHC gain that is necessary to produce a significant sharpening of
the first peak in the basilar membrane displacement response is unclear and depends on
the values of the mechanical parameters. Clearly, values of kt in the range of 1 N/m can
enhance the selectivity and gain on a local scale, as shown in Figure 4-25. With a greater
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reticular lamina damping as in Figure 4-34, values of kt had to be in the range of 15 N/m
to yield significant sharpening. It could be that the OHC gain in bats or animals that
require higher frequencies of hearing is greater than assumed here, implying higher
values for the gain constant. Also, it may be the case that in vitro characterizations of the
OHC gain underestimate the in vivo gain due to changes in physiological condition and
possible damage. The local model must be incorporated into a traveling-wave system to
determine what gain settings are sufficient to produce realistic responses and whether or
not such gain settings are physiologically reasonable.
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Figure 4-34. Bode plot of two sources of resonance model with no piezoelectric force from input force to basilar membrane displacement where Gbm -
3.033 x 10~7 N-s/m and Gm = 4.58 x 10~7 N-s/m. Different gain settings are shown.
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All parameters used in this model were scaled to the average area of the top
surface of a single OHC, which has a diameter of about 9 pim [1]. However, such scaling
may lead to inaccurate results if the action of a single OHC results in mechanical motion
of its surrounding structures, such as the basilar membrane or the reticular lamina, that is
much greater or much less than the area of the top surface of a single OHC. Thus, it is
important to determine the space constant for this local model through experimental data
and to scale the parameters accordingly.
Furthermore, this model does not include motion of the tectorial membrane,
ignores the mechanical properties of the stereocilia and Deiters' cells, and does not
incorporate the effect of the piezoelectric displacement current described in Section 4.3.
These effects may modify the overall system response and need to be explored in later
revisions. The model also combines parameter estimates from several different
experimental studies and animals, including guinea pigs and bats. Whether or not these
parameters can provide a realistic picture of cochlea mechanics must be explored using
both a traveling-wave model and experimental data.
The overall transfer function from input force to basilar membrane displacement
is not a canonical second-order system. Instead, it involves two pairs of complex poles
along with one pair of complex zeros as well as a real pole and real zero. Whether or not
such a system can generate realistic traveling-wave responses must be examined in detail
along with experimental data. The special dynamics introduced by the complex zeros,
which may enter into the right half plane while the poles remain in the left half plane, as
shown in Figure 4-26, must be considered in particular.
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4.7 Conclusions
Two mechanical models with a single source of resonance were presented in
Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The former model had only one source of damping, the gap drag
between the tectorial membrane and the reticular lamina. The latter model added drag to
the basilar membrane. The amplifier membrane time constant manifested itself as a pole
on the real axis at -1/ and was sped up as it moved further into the left half plane with
increasing OHC gain. In both these cases, only the basilar membrane had mass
associated with it.
However, the first two models had the problem that increasing OHC gain did not
increase the Q of the system significantly. This was due to a pair of complex zeros in the
loop transmission that were too close to the pair of complex poles to generate
considerable movement in the poles. Furthermore, the OHC gain, kt, used was not large
enough to push the amplifier pole past the 100 kHz point. These potential pitfalls were
abolished by the introduction of another mode of resonance into the system by adding
mass to the reticular lamina. This modification produced a root locus plot with two pairs
of complex poles and one pair of complex zeros along with the membrane time constant.
Thus, while one pair of poles traveled toward the complex zeros, the membrane time
constant moved deeper into the left half plane and the other pair of complex poles had a
trajectory into the right half plane, resulting in speedup of the membrane pole and
increased Q for the system.
After converting the reticular lamina velocity, upon which the negative feedback
of the OHC acts, into basilar membrane displacement, a zero was introduced to the
overall transfer function that nearly canceled out the pole of the membrane time constant.
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Thus, the effect of the membrane time constant on the basilar membrane was minimized
by being sped up in the root locus plot and partially cancelled out by the zero. The
transfer function from input force to basilar membrane displacement had a Bode plot with
two peaks resulting from the two pairs of complex poles from the negative feedback loop
and one pair of complex zeros generated by the conversion from RL to BM displacement.
The second peak, however, was quite sharp and probably not very realistic using the
initial parameters described in Table 4-1. Increasing the basilar membrane damping
parameter, bm, by an order of magnitude reduced the second peak. Successively larger
values of the OHC gain amplified and sharpened the first peak but barely affected the
second peak. After a certain critical value of kt, the pair of complex zeros were pushed
into the right half plane, which results in a monotonically decreasing phase instead of one
that dips, rises, and then decreases further, as shown in Figure 4-25. It was found in
Figure 4-34 that increasing the reticular lamina damping parameter, ,1, along with bm
and a concomitant increase in OHC gain allowed a similar sharpening and amplification
of the first peak to occur.
Thus, in the modified model with two sources of resonance, the magnitude of the
overall transfer function from input force to BM displacement increases and sharpens
with greater OHC gain. Because of the OHC time constant speedup, the membrane
voltage at high frequencies should be larger than expected; as a result, the OHC and the
overall cochlear amplifier can operate at much higher frequencies than previously
expected. The additional near pole-zero cancellation from the RL velocity to BM
displacement conversion means the membrane RC does not degrade the basilar
membrane displacement characteristics significantly. However, the transfer function is
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certainly not a canonical second-order system and so whether or not this local model can
produce physiologically realistic responses must be evaluated by assembling a traveling-
wave model. In addition, further work, experimental and theoretical, must be carried out
regarding the cochlear micromechanics that led to the specific parameters and
assumptions about the mechanical structures surrounding the OHC.
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5 Traveling Wave Model
5.1 Relevant Issues
This section will describe relevant issues that must be addressed in the traveling-
wave model to be developed in future work and will attempt to predict some qualitative
behavior of the resulting system. A traveling-wave model can be constructed by coupling
sections of the outer hair cell model described above. The two resonator model was only
derived for a single outer hair cell and will be extended so that each section is composed
of three outer hair cells, each OHC in one row of cells that travels down the length of the
cochlea, and the relevant mechanical structures. Since there are about 4000 cells in each
row, about 4000 sections will be constructed and coupled together to form the traveling-
wave model [32]. If this is too computationally intense, several sections may be
combined by aggregating and scaling the parameters appropriately to yield less individual
pieces in the overall model.
Setting physiological parameters for the individual sections is crucial to obtaining
a realistic response that matches experimental data. The OHC gain must be adjusted to
accommodate for the different stereocilia heights when moving from the basal to apical
regions and other effects, such as changes in the membrane conductance and the angle of
inclination of the reticular lamina relative to the basilar membrane. The membrane time
constant must be modified as well since the membrane capacitance should increase with
longer cells as one travels towards the apex of the basilar membrane. The number of ion
channels in the membrane may change as well, affecting the membrane conductance.
The parameters of the two resonators will be adjusted down the length of the
traveling-wave model. Greenwood developed a function to model the characteristic
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frequency along the length of the cochlea (x in mm, measured form the apex), which is
given in Equation 5-1, where CF is the characteristic frequency, A is a constant in Hz that
dictates the high-frequency limit of the function, a controls the slope of the frequency
map, L is the length of the cochlea in mm, and K is a constant that determines the low-
frequency behavior of the function [33].
CF = A(10"axL - K)
Equation 5-1. The Greenwood function determines the characteristic frequency, CF, at a position x
(in mm) from the apex along the cochlea 1341.
Based on the Greenwood function, the approximate resonant frequency that the
two resonators should be at in each section will be approximated, thus determining the
ratio of stiffness to mass. The Greenwood function has been determined for several
species and has been shown to be a good predictor of experimental results with the
parameter values shown in Table 5-1. Based on measurements by Femndez [26], the
thickness of the basilar membrane decreases from ~7 ,Im to ~1 ,m while the width of the
basilar membrane increases from ~0.1 mm to ~0.3 mm from the basal to apical end. As
an approximation, the mass of the basilar membrane will be considered a constant
throughout the length of the cochlea and thus, the stiffness will be set according to the
Greenwood function. The damping on the basilar membrane should probably be
modified to take into account the CF at each position since the frequency of interest
affects the boundary layer approximation.
Table 5-1. Greenwood function parameters for various species.
Reproduced from Earlab 1341 with parameters originally specified by Greenwood 1331.
Species Common A a K L
name
Homo sapiens Human 165 2.1 1.0 35
Chinchilla lanigera Chinchilla 163.5 2.1 0.85 18.4
Cavia porcellus Guinea pig 350 2.1 085 18.5
Mus musculus House mouse 960 2.04 0.85 6.8
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The stiffness of the reticular lamina will be determined by assuming that the
reticular lamina is 5 to 10 times more compliant than the basilar membrane [11]. Based
on observations by Mammano and Ashmore, the effective mass that must be moved with
reticular lamina displacement may be assumed to be equal to that of the basilar
membrane. The damping on the reticular lamina will also be adjusted to account for
changes in gap length and the frequency of operation.
For simplicity, the coupling between individual local models will be initially
approached with a 1 -D model in which the fluid mass is assumed to be dominant. Since
the output of each section is a displacement of the basilar membrane, this needs to be
converted into a force that is transmitted to the next section. It may be sufficient to only
include the fluid mass in a 1-D model [35]. Adopting this view of the cochlea, fluid
incompressibility implies that scala tympani motion is exactly equal in magnitude and
opposite in phase to scala vestibule motion and thus, the scala tympani can be discarded
for analysis [35]. The resulting view of the model is shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. Generalized 1-D model of the traveling wave in the cochlea, where fluid motion is
coupled with motion in the cochlear partition.
Reproduced from Kolston 1351
We assume that the velocity of the basilar membrane in the vertical direction
couples directly into the longitudinal velocity of the fluid mass. Adopting the typical
convention when converting fluid mechanics to electrical analogs that current represents
velocity and voltage represents velocity, the corresponding electrical element that can be
used to relate velocity to force is an inductor, where the inductance is equal to the fluid
mass. This is diagrammatically shown in Figure 5-2, where Vfm the net force applied to
the fluid mass and Ifm is the velocity of the fluid mass. Hubbard [15] also uses an
inductor to model the fluid mass and thus includes an inductor connected in series with
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the two local model sections. This convention for the fluid mechanics is opposite to the
convention used in the local model sections in Section 4. Thus, when using the electrical
model to simulate the solution, care must be taken to convert between the two
conventions correctly. SPICE or Matlab will be used to provide traveling-wave solutions.
Velocity
Local Local
Model F1  Fluid F2  Model
Mass
Section Section
m
1 2
Local Local
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Figure 5-2. 1-D coupling via fluid mass can be modeled with an inductor with L = mass of the fluid.
F1 and F2 refer to mechanical forces, Vfm refers to the net force across the fluid mass, and Ifm is the
electrical analog current to mechanical velocity.
Despite the tremendous advantage in simplicity that a 1 -D model gives, it may not
be accurate enough to account for experimental observations, especially in producing a
realistic phase response [35]. Kolston argues that the 1-D approximation is only valid
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when the wavelength of the traveling wave is greater than that of the cross-sectional
dimension of the cochlear duct [35]. As the traveling wave slows down near its CF as it
is amplified significantly and encounters a large group delay, the wavelength of fluid
motion decreases as well [35]. This wavelength drop results in additional fluid flow both
vertically and radially, reducing the longitudinal flow and effectively increasing the fluid
mass [35]. In modeling the traveling-wave nature of the model presented here, the fluid
mass may be adjusted to increase to account for this effect or a 3-D model may be used
instead. However, the Hubbard [15] model was essentially 1-D and seemed to be able to
produce realistic magnitude and phase characteristics, so it remains to be seen what
dimensionality is required in the traveling-wave model described here.
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6 Comparison with Empirical Observations
6.1 Available Data
Comparing the output of the local two resonator model described in Section 4.5
directly to micromechanical measurements is currently unfeasible due to experimental
difficulties in stimulating and recording over a limited spatial extent along the cochlea.
Thus, a traveling-wave model must be constructed using the local sections in order to
compare with empirical information. The majority of experimental data available
describes the gain from the middle ear, either the malleus or the stapes, to basilar
membrane displacement. Experiments have also characterized isovelocity mechanical
tuning curves of the basilar membrane and frequency-threshold neural tuning curves.
Georg von B6k6sy won the Nobel Prize in 1961 for his measurements on the
vibration of the cochlear partition in dead cochleas. He found that sound pressure waves
moved down the cochlea as a traveling wave. In comparison with experiments on live
cochleas performed a few decades later, von Bekesy's data indicated poorer frequency
selectivity [36]. An example of his experimental results is shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1. Data taken by von Bksy at six different points along a dead cochlear partition.
The response exhibits poor selectivity compared to cochleas in which the cochlear amplifier is
functioning. Reproduced from von Bk6sy [361.
In one of the first experiments using the M6ssbauer technique to measure the
amplitude and phase characteristics of basilar membrane motion in vivo for live cochleas,
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Rhode produced the data shown in Figure 6-2 using squirrel monkeys [37]. The solid
curve, indicated by the subscript 1, was measured at a location about 1.5 mm apical to the
dashed-dotted curve, indicated by the subscript 2. Clearly, the amplitude ratio reaches a
peak at a particular frequency and has an extremely sharp cutoff afterwards, indicating
that with the cochlear amplifier operating, basilar membrane displacement exhibits a
greater sensitivity and selectivity than in dead cochleas such as those examined in Figure
6-1. The phase data in Figure 6-2 shows that at low frequencies, the basilar membrane
motion in squirrel monkey leads that of the malleus by about 900. Rhode also found the
phase lead in guinea pig cochleas to be about 900 [38].
Furthermore, the data in Figure 6-2 shows that a smaller secondary peak resides
after thee sharp rolloff beyond the primary amplitude peak. It is not too clear from this
figure whether or not the amplitude flattens out or continues to decrease after this point.
Around the same region where the amplitude bump occurs is a small peak in the phase
followed by a plateau.
The amplitude notch and phase plateau are evident in other data as well. For
example, Ruggero et al. [39] measured the velocity gain from the stapes to the basilar
membrane in a chinchilla at a point 3.5 mm from the stapes and found a notch in the gain
at about 3 to 4 kHz from the peak. This data is shown in Figure 6-3. It is an interesting
to note that the gain measured in Ruggero et al. [39] is almost 60 dB greater than that in
Rhode [37], probably due to the sensitivity of the experiments to the preparation
protocols used. The phase plot Ruggero et al. present also exhibits a plateau beyond the
sharp rolloff [39]. Unlike the 900 phase lead of the squirrel monkey basilar membrane
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displacement to stapes/malleus displacement seen in Figure 6-2 at low frequencies, there
is a 1800 phase lead in the chinchilla in Figure 6-4.
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Figure 6-2. Ratio and phase of basilar membrane to malleus displacement in squirrel monkeys using
the Mossbauer technique.
The dashed-dotted lines were measured at a location at about 1.5 mm basal to the sold lines. Note the
there is a secondary peak after the primary peak in the amplitude around the same location as a
plateauing of the phase. Reproduced from Rhode [371.
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Figure 6-3. Velocity gain from the stapes to the basilar membrane in a chinchilla measured 3.5 mm
from the stapes.
The short dotted line shows 12 dB/oct while the long dashed line is 6 dB/oct for reference.
Reproduced from Ruggero et al. [391.
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Figure 6-4. Phase of basilar membrane displacement referenced to the stapes inward displacement
in a chinchilla.
The low frequency asymptote is 1800 and the phase seems to plateau at high frequencies after a sharp
cutoff. Reproduced from Ruggero et al. 1391.
The amplitude notch is also evident in data taken on the sensitivity of basilar
membrane displacement over stimulus pressure (expressed in SPL) in the chinchilla and
guinea pig cochleas. Figure 6-5 demonstrates that the sensitivity in both the chinchilla
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(data on the left) and the guinea pig (data on the right), exhibits amplitude notches and
possible plateaus above the characteristic frequencies. These notches are more prominent
for higher stimulation pressures and cannot be ruled out for the lower pressure levels
because the data taken did not extend far enough past the characteristic frequencies.
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Figure 6-5. Family of isointensity curves where the sensitivity is plotted in a chinchilla. The
sensitivity is given by the basilar membrane displacement over the stimulus pressure.
The data on the left was taken in a chinchilla at 3.5 mm along the cochlea while the data on the right
was from the basal region of the guinea pig cochlea. Reproduced from Robles and Ruggero 1401.
In addition to the gain characterizations shown above, investigators have
compared mechanical tuning to neural tuning in the form of frequency-threshold curves.
In these experiments, mechanical tuning curves are derived by finding the stimulus level
at which the displacement or velocity attains a certain value for each frequency. Neural
tuning curves are found by determining the sound pressure levels that elicit a specified
threshold spike rate. Since conventional theory posits that basilar membrane motion,
either velocity or displacement, is directly translated into inner hair cell depolarization
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and thus stimulation of the auditory nerve, mechanical tuning curves for the basilar
membrane and neural turning curves for auditory-nerve fibers have been compared.
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Figure 6-6. Frequency-threshold tuning curves for basilar membrane displacement and velocity as
well as auditory neural fibers in two different chinchilla cochleas.
The data in squares in part A refer to basilar membrane displacement with a 3.8 dB/oct high-pass
filter. The fibers had spontaneous firing rates of 11.2 and 76.3 spikes per second in A and B,
respectively. Reproduced from Narayan et al. [411.
Narayan et al. obtained mechanical and neural tuning curves from the same
locations in chinchilla cochleas, as shown in Figure 6-6 [41]. From their data, it appears
that near the characteristic frequency, both BM displacement and velocity are in good
agreement with the neural threshold tuning curves. However, at frequencies lower than
the characteristic frequency, the neural threshold curve is not well predicted by either BM
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displacement or velocity alone. In part A of Figure 6-6, Narayan et al. high-pass filtered
basilar membrane displacement with a rate of 3.8 dB/oct and found that the resulting
mechanical tuning curve was able to better predict the neural tuning curve [41]. This data
suggests that basilar membrane motion undergoes some mechanical signal transformation
before affecting the stimulation of the auditory nerve fiber.
Mechanical tuning curves can be derived from the traveling-wave model
developed using local sections of the two resonator model described in Section 4.5.
However, to compare that model to neural tuning curves requires analysis of the inner
hair cell and its surrounding structures. The traditional view of auditory nerve fiber
stimulation is that movement of the BM towards the scala vestibule should cause IHC
stereocilia to rotate in an excitatory direction away from the modiolus, depolarizing the
membrane and causing a spike to be fired [42]. IHCs in the basal region of the cochlea
have been found to depolarize in phase with the velocity of the BM in the direction of the
scala vestibule [42]. However, data recorded by Ruggero et al. [42] in the basal region of
the cochlea indicates instead that auditory-nerve-fiber excitation follows an intermediate
between BM velocity and displacement towards the scala tympani! As shown in Figure
6-7, the phase of auditory nerve fiber firing corresponds with basilar membrane motion
towards the scala tympani, at least for low frequency stimulation. The phase difference
between inner hair cell depolarization and auditory nerve responses is not present in the
apical region of the cochlea [42]. It will be important to reconcile this paradox with the
model described in this thesis in both the basal region and apical region, where the
cochlea amplifier may not be significant. It may be that RL or TM motion is more
intimately connected with IHC depolarization and auditory nerve firing than BM motion.
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Figure 6-7. Phase responses of basilar membrane velocity and displacement and auditory nerve fiber
firing in the basal region of the cochlea.
Part A shows average auditory nerve fiber data indicated by the squares. Part B shows three sets of
data from single auditory nerve fibers with different characteristic frequencies. Note that basilar
membrane motion towards the scala tympani instead of the scala vestibuli that seems to predict
auditory nerve fiber response. Reproduced from Ruggero et al. [421.
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6.2 Theoretical versus Experimental Predictions
6.2.1 Local Model Comparisons
Few experiments have been conducted where a local section of the cochlea is
stimulated and local mechanical deformations are observed. This makes it difficult to
validate the local model described in Section 4. Luckily, Mammano and Ashmore [11]
did do a local study where they injected current into a section of outer hair cells and
observed the reticular lamina and basilar membrane motion. The two resonator model is
able to compare favorably with the data they obtained.
Since the Mammano and Ashmore study was conducted at low frequencies, the
parameters used in Section 4 must be modified [11]. They observed basilar membrane
motion to have a resonant frequency of about 2.3 kHz and reticular lamina motion to
resonate at about 1.0 kHz at a location 11 mm along the base of the cochlea. The mass of
the basilar membrane is estimated by multiplying the thickness of the BM and the area of
the bottom face of the cylindrical OHC with the density of water, as in Section 4. Since
the thickness of the BM is about 3 Am at 11 mm along the base of the guinea pig cochlea
[26], we assume that the OHC radius is constant at 4.5 pm and thus we determine the
mass of the BM, mbm = 1.9 x 10-1 kg. For convenience, we set mbm = inn, where we note,
as before, that M may include the effective mass of the tectorial membrane and other
related structures. Knowing the masses and the resonant frequencies of the RL and BM
allows the determination of the RL stiffness and the BM stiffness by (k/m) = resonant
frequency. Thus, kri is approximately 7.5 x 10-6 N/m and kbm is 3.968 x 10-5 N/m.
In lieu of exact anatomical data, we assume that the OHC cell length is about 60
Am at this location with a maximum stereocilia height (and thus gap height) of 4 Am [43].
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Thus, according to the 360/L mN/m scaling relationship from Dallos [25], koh, is about 6
mN/m. At 1 kHz, the boundary layer is 6 ~ 15.1 Itm. Since this is much larger than the
RL-TM gap, the damping on the RL is calculated using the gap height and found to be
about 3.026 x 10-9 N-s/m. The basilar membrane drag is calculated using the boundary
layer 6 and found to be about 1.145 x 10-8 N-s/m. According to Housley and Ashmore
[44], the time constant of a 60 pm cell is approximately 1 ms. Here, we assume 7.~ 2 ms
which is reasonable as well. The OHC gain, kt, is reduced from 0.402 N/m to 0.0602
N/m, which may be accurate since the gain is expected to decrease for lower frequency
operation. Since the current that Mammano and Ashmore [11] injected did not all make
it into the OHC, a sensitivity factor, r, is introduced into the block diagram of the system
shown in Figure 6-8 to fit the data more accurately. r represents the gain from the input
current injected into the cochlea to the voltage inside of the outer hair cell and includes
effects such as current spreading from the pipette, the resistance of the cell membrane,
and other factors. The magnitude of r is given as 24.8 V/A by Mammano and Ashmore
[11] but is adjusted to about 150 V/A here in order to provide a better fit to data. This is
not a drastic change since the other parameters affect the DC gain of the system as well
and parameters are being culled from many different sources and experimental setups.
Mammano and Ashmore injected 100 tiA current into a local section of the
cochlear partition through a 5 ym stimulating pipette [11] and observed the resulting
basilar membrane and reticular lamina motion with a displacement-sensitive laser
interferometer. The block diagram in Figure 6-8 attempts to model this experimental
setup as the input force, Fi, is set to zero and the input current, Ii, adds to the membrane
potential. 'in also modifies the RL displacement to BM displacement transfer function.
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Figure 6-8. Block diagram for current stimulation as done in Mammano and Ashmore [111.
Current injected into the OHC adds to the membrane potential and must also be included in
calculating the transfer function from the reticular lamina displacement (y) to the basilar membrane
displacement (x). r is the gain from input current to OHC membrane potential.
The model's BM and RL displacements for 'in = 100 pA are shown in Figure 6-9
and Figure 6-10, respectively. Experimental data from Mammano and Ashmore is
shown in Figure 6-11 [11].
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Figure 6-9. BM response to a step in Iin for the Mammano and Ashmore 1111 experiment. Amplitude
is in meters.
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Figure 6-11. Data from the Mammano and Ashmore local current injection experiment [111.
RL indicates reticular lamina displacement and BM is basilar membrane displacement. Reproduced
from Mammano and Ashmore [111.
As predicted, BM is upwards and RL is downwards in the two resonator model
and matches the experimental data. The BM response has a faster rise time in both the
model and the experimental data as well. The BM also shows a smaller second peak in
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both the model and the data while the RL only seems to ring once before settling. The
final BM displacement also matches well, being about 4 nm in Figure 6-9 and about 3 nm
in Figure 6-11. The RL displacement settles to about 25 nm in both the model and the
data as well. The largest discrepancy between the data and the two resonator system is
the peak of the basilar membrane displacement, though the peaking behavior of the RL in
the model matches quite well with experiment. In Figure 6-9, the apex of the basilar
membrane response rises to about 15 nm while the data indicates a peak of only about 6
nm. This problem may need to be reexamined in future revisions of the two resonator
model or removed by modifying the parameters used. Thus, despite the discrepancy
between BM peaks in the model and the data, the two resonator system appears to match
Mammano and Ashmore's [11] data well in response to a step in input current.
6.2.2 Traveling-Wave Comparisons
Since the traveling-wave model has not been fully developed, only qualitative
comparisons between the theoretical traveling-wave model using local sections in Section
4 and the experimental data described in Section 6.1 will be discussed.
The general form of the two resonator model is encouraging because the first peak
of the BM transfer function is amplified and sharpened with increasing outer hair cell
gain while the second peak remains quite constant. Experimental data described above
demonstrates that the gain from stapes motion to BM motion increases at low frequencies,
peaks at the characteristic frequency, proceeds to drop sharply in amplitude, and then
exhibits a notch. This notch may be due to the second peak in the local outer hair cell
model. The first peak in empirically observed gain plots such as Figure 6-5 sharpens
with presumably increased OHC gain, which would be predicted from the local outer hair
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cell model. Furthermore, the first peak also moves to a higher frequency with outer hair
cell gain as also observed in the local OHC model in Figure 4-25.
The phase data must also be compared to ensure that the model correlates with
observations. As described above, both 900 and 1800 phase leads at low frequencies have
been observed in different animals for the transfer function between stapes movement
and basilar membrane movement. In the ID model described in Section 5, motion of the
stapes is coupled through the fluid mass to impose an input force on the first local section.
The velocity to force transfer function assuming the impedance is composed of just fluid
mass has a phase of 900. Thus, going from stapes displacement to input force to the first
stage has a phase shift of 1800. Since the first stage has an input force to basilar
membrane displacement transfer function with a low frequency phase of 00 as seen in
Figure 4-25, the low-frequency phase between BM and stapes motion of the traveling-
wave model should have a 1800 value. In order to obtain a 900 phase lead as observed in
some animals, a traveling-wave model with a higher order of dimensionality or a model
where the fluid impedance is composed of viscous elements as well as mass elements
may be required.
The phase data described earlier in this section shows the tendency to plateau to a
value that is usually an integer multiple of 7r (0 = N7r where N = 7, 8, 9), according to
Rhode [37]. Since the phase in experimental data flattens out at frequencies higher than
the CF, we see from Figure 4-25 that this should correspond to the high frequency region
where the phase of the basilar membrane transfer function reaches -180' (assuming that
the complex zeros are not in the right half plane). Thus, in order to produce phase
plateauing, the coupling between each individual section should have a phase of 1800
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from the output velocity of a basal section to the input force onto a more apical section.
After the CF, the transfer function from input force to output BM displacement is
essentially mass dominated. Since the 1-D model assumes that only fluid mass is
significant, the resulting system is a mass network composed of fluid mass and the mass-
dominated basilar membrane response. In such a system, the phase shift may not
significant. If true, this effect in the model would match the expected experimental phase
behavior.
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7 Future Work
This thesis developed a local outer hair cell feedback model that incorporated two
resonators coupled together by the outer hair cell passive and active characteristics.
Although qualitative simulations of the model seem to be supported by experimental data
described in Section 6, there is a tremendous amount of work that must be carried out for
this model to be ultimately confirmed or rejected. In this section, I will attempt to
describe the most pressing issues and some potential methods of approach.
Negative feedback is used in engineered systems to provide stability, robustness
to sensitive parameters, and to limit the effect of noise. Biological systems such as the
cochlea are likely to require these benefits to operate. Thus, future work should explore
how negative feedback or other mechanisms in the local outer hair cell and traveling-
wave models can generate these effects. Other feedback analysis techniques such as
return ratio analysis or Mason's rule may be beneficial in helping to understand the
underlying dynamics of this complicated system.
The piezoelectric effect was largely ignored in the analysis described in Section 5
in an attempt to simplify the system. However, piezoelectricity may play an important
role in limiting the effect of the membrane time constant and will need to be examined in
greater detail in future work [14]. The fact that the hair cell piezoelectric coefficient of
guinea pigs is over four orders of magnitude greater than any man-made material
suggests that the outer hair cell piezoelectric characteristics are biologically relevant [16].
Like minor loop feedback, piezoelectricity may work to minimize the sensitivity of the
system to variations in poorly controlled parameters or to provide additional speedup of
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the slow membrane time constant. Thus, the piezoelectric effect will be explored
extensively in future work.
Another issue that should be addressed immediately is the construction and
simulation of the traveling-wave model. As described in Section 6, verification of the
local outer hair cell model is only likely to occur if traveling-wave results can be
compared to experimental data. Issues regarding the assembly of local sections to form a
traveling-wave amplifier were discussed in Section 5 and are currently being addressed.
The effect of changes in the local OHC model on the overall traveling-wave system
should also be characterized.
The tectorial membrane was assumed to have a displacement of zero in the local
outer hair cell model. This is almost certainly incorrect in the real biological system
since movement of the reticular lamina can be coupled into the tectorial membrane via
the stereocilia and the fluid in the TM-RL gap. The static and dynamical properties of
the tectorial membrane have been characterized and should be included in future models
for completeness [19]. The TM may be important in stimulating inner hair cells and
causing auditory nerve fibers to fire. Furthermore, the reticular lamina response was sped
up by the effect of negative feedback. This may also affect IHC stimulation and should
be also investigated in future work. Thus, after developing an accurate traveling-wave
system to simulate basilar membrane displacement, a model for describing inner hair cell
and auditory nerve firing as a result of mechanical motion and fluid flow will be analyzed.
The literature indicates that the true cause of inner hair cell depolarization is unknown.
Nonetheless, this is an important endeavor to pursue so that neural tuning curves can be
used to verify or disprove this model as well.
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Parameters used in this model need to be verified with greater theoretical rigor
and experimental data. For example, the assumption that viscous drag dominates the
fluid flow in the TM-RL gap over inertial effects needs to be examined with the Navier-
Stokes equation and other concepts in fluid mechanics. The viscoelastic properties of
outer hair cells may be important as well and should be analyzed in future work. Of
particular importance is the scaling of the OHC stiffness as well as the gain of the OHC.
At low frequencies, outer hair cells are more compliant and the gain may decrease, thus
affecting the dynamics of the system.
The ability of the putative cochlear amplifier to generate spontaneous otoacoustic
emissions provides hints into the inner workings of the outer hair cell feedback system.
From the results presented in Section 4, increased OHC gain can lead to instability in the
basilar membrane and the OHC membrane potential. How such instability can generate
spontaneous otoacoustic emissions must be explored. Future efforts should address the
production of these spontaneous emissions from the model presented in this thesis.
Perhaps most importantly, in vivo and in situ experimental work is required to
truly verify the validity of this model. Measuring the actual frequency response of the
OHC membrane voltage in response to auditory inputs at the stapes or in response to
local forces applied on the basilar membrane directly would be very useful. Beads could
be bound to the basilar membrane and modulated with optical traps to provide a suitable
local input. Specific data about the characteristics of reticular lamina motion similar to
the experiments and measurements that have been carried out for basilar membrane
motion would provide another way to test this model. Additionally, measuring the space
constant over which outer hair cell motility is significant over its surrounding structures
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would provide a better estimate of the parameters to be used. Studies to characterize the
dominant sources of viscous drag in the cochlea are also necessary to determine how the
outer hair cell must operate as a cochlea amplifier.
Much of the future work described in this section is under active research but was
not included in this thesis. However, these are certainly only a few of the items of
interest and the author encourages others to pursue these research directions to help
advance the understanding of this field.
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8 Key Insights
Eight key insights about the local outer hair cell model were developed in Section
4 and Section 6 and will be described here in summary. These points are important for
understanding the operation of the putative cochlear amplifier in the biological cochlea.
The first model described in Section 4 only had damping on the reticular lamina
and not on the basilar membrane. The BM was composed of a mass and spring while the
RL was made up of a dashpot and a spring. If the damping on the RL was increased to
infinity, the Q of the basilar membrane response approached infinity as the basilar
membrane dynamics were essentially decoupled from the RL dynamics. From an
electrical circuit perspective, the reticular lamina voltage (velocity) was essentially
grounded. On the other hand, if the reticular lamina damping was too small, the Q of the
basilar membrane response reached infinity as well, because the dashpot on the RL was
essentially too slow to affect the system dynamics. Therefore, if there is only damping
on the reticular lamina as in the first local outer hair cell model, there is an optimum
reticular lamina damping for minimum Q at the basilar membrane. From an evolutionary
standpoint, it seems unlikely that the cochlea would develop into a system with minimum
Q when both extremes of a passive parameter like damping would yield greater
selectivity and sensitivity, which is desirable in sensory organ.
As a result of the first key insight, damping was added at the basilar membrane.
However, in this second model, the lack of mass at the reticular lamina prevented the
cochlea amplifier from providing a great deal of speedup and significant Q sharpening.
Figure 4-13 demonstrates that without mass at the RL, the reticular lamina pole is on the
real axis. Thus, the RL pole and the amplifier pole come together and split off the real
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axis, which limits the speedup of the amplifier time constant and slows down the reticular
lamina dynamics. Furthermore, the basilar membrane poles move to complex zeros that
are nearby, limiting the sharpening and selectivity generated by the cochlear amplifier.
The limitations of the first two models developed resulted in the adoption of a
new model with resonant basilar membrane and reticular lamina dynamics. The third
insight developed here is that the two resonator system can provide speedup and
increased Q in the mechanical responses as well as the membrane potential. The
resulting root locus plot for the membrane potential provided several desirable
characteristics as shown in Figure 4-17. The only real pole was the amplifier time
constant, which could be sped up without constraint with larger OHC gain. With two
pair of complex poles and one pair of complex zeros, one pair of the complex poles were
able to move closer to the jo-axis, increasing the gain and selectivity of the system at
resonance. As seen in Figure 4-18, the resulting closed-loop transfer function from input
force to output membrane voltage exhibits two resonant peaks that serve to increase the
membrane potential at the respective resonant frequencies and a sped-up membrane time
constant. Thus, the membrane potential is sufficient to operate the cochlear amplifier at
high frequencies due to mechanical resonance and negative feedback.
The fourth insight presented by this thesis is that the primary effect of the
cochlear amplifier is to move the poles due to the reticular lamina and not the poles due
to the basilar membrane. As in the root locus plot in Figure 4-17, the complex basilar
membrane poles, which are the ones at a higher frequency than the reticular lamina poles,
are constrained by the complex basilar membrane zeros. However, the reticular lamina
poles are unconstrained and can move out into the right half plane. Thus, in the
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biological cochlea, this may mean that the reticular lamina plays a larger role in
controlling the dynamics of the system than previously appreciated. For example, the
reticular lamina may directly affect IHC stimulation and will be important to study in
future experiments.
The fifth major insight developed in Section 4 pertains to the sharpening of the
first peak in the basilar membrane transfer function and removing the effect of the
membrane time constant on the BM response. As shown in Figure 4-26, the conversion
from RL displacement to BM displacement introduces a pole at -IT that cancels out with
the fixed zero at -1/r in the closed-loop RL transfer function shown in Figure 4-33. In
addition, the conversion introduces a pair of complex zeros and a complex pole that move
with changing OHC gain, kt. The complex zeros head towards the right half plane while
the real zero travels into the left half plane with increased kt. Thus, the zeros follow a
root contour plot that mimics the motion of the amplifier pole and the reticular lamina
poles, since the former moves into the left half plane while the latter move into the right
half plane with larger OHC gain. This effect helps to further remove the effect of the
amplifier time constant from the basilar membrane via a near pole-zero cancellation.
Furthermore, the presence of the complex poles followed by faster complex zeros results
in a sharp peak followed by a sharp dip around the resonance of the first peak in Figure
4-25. The sharp dip may be important for cutting off frequencies that are higher than the
CF. Thus, the limitations of the slow OHC membrane time constant on the basilar
membrane are minimal so that the OHC's primary purpose is to sharpen the resonant BM
transfer function.
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The sixth insight generated by the local outer hair cell model is that a realistic
response may require greater basilar membrane damping than computed in the parameter
derivation portion in Section 4. However, it was also seen that if both the RL and the BM
damping are increased in the same proportion - which would be reasonable if the space
constant of motion is larger than the OHC area itself - and the OHC gain, kt, was also
increased, a sensible result could be obtained, as shown in Figure 4-34. Thus, the outer
hair cell gain in the biological cochlea may be larger than assumed here while the space
constant may be larger than used here as well.
The seventh insight explains the sharpening and speedup of the first resonant peak
in the basilar membrane transfer function with a circuit analogy. As explained in Section
4.5.3, the RL is damping dominated while the BM is stiffness dominated at the first peak
in the BM. Without the outer hair cell gain, the impedance of the outer hair cell and
reticular lamina together looks purely inductive (stiffness) and resistive (damping), as
shown in Figure 4-30; since the BM is inductive in this regime, the resulting BM
response does not peak. The introduction of the outer hair cell gain creates an effective
capacitive component in the combined OHC and RL impedance looking in from the
basilar membrane. Increasing the OHC gain, kt, reduces the value of the capacitor and
thus speeds up and sharpens the first resonant peak in Figure 4-25. This method of
looking at the BM response around the first resonant peak also explains the sharp dip
following the peak.
Finally, the last key insight developed in this thesis is that the two resonator
model is able to match the observations of Mammano and Ashmore quite well. As
demonstrated in Section 6.2.1, the reticular lamina and basilar membrane move in
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opposite directions in response to outer hair cell contraction with damped characteristics.
It is the anti-phase nature of the RL and BM movement that produces the negative
feedback so crucial to the speedup of the outer hair cell time constant and the sharpening
of the resonant mechanical system.
By analyzing the outer hair cell local model with feedback techniques, I was able
to demonstrate several key features of the cochlear amplifier, which I described in this
section. These points are valuable since they provide insight into the operation of the
biological cochlea and help to explain how the limitation of the membrane time constant
is overcome in vivo.
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9 Conclusions
Outer hair cell motility is the most likely candidate for the putative cochlear
amplifier but still has not been confirmed in that role due to many outstanding questions.
One problem with existing cochlear amplifier theory is the outer hair cell time constant is
generally a few orders of magnitude too slow to produce significant membrane voltages
at high frequencies. Since the outer hair cell motor, prestin, is activated by its receptor
potential, it seems unlikely that voltage-dependent motility of outer hair cells could
operate at the high frequencies ( 100 kHz) at which mammalian hearing has been
observed. Indeed, this is perhaps one of the largest stumbling blocks in establishing the
outer hair cell as the cochlear amplifier. In this thesis, I attempted to propose a solution
to the limiting dynamics of the electromotile response by using feedback analysis.
In mechanical or electrical systems, feedback is a commonly used technique to
provide beneficial characteristics that are often difficult to achieve with open-loop or
feed-forward techniques. In Section 2, I introduced several negative feedback methods
used with mechanical systems, in particular those with DC motors. Velocity control can
be achieved by sensing the output velocity with a tachometer and feeding this
information back into the input with an appropriate compensator. Position control is
often implemented by detecting the output position with a potentiometer and using this
data for feedback. Both these methods can yield high DC gain systems with little steady-
state error, closed-loop stability, and speedup of slow motor time constants. Minor loop
feedback is also described in Section 2 as a method to gain more flexibility in shaping the
closed-loop transfer function. Minor loop feedback is useful in minimizing the
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sensitivity of the closed-loop transfer function to fluctuations in poorly maintained
parameters like the moment of inertia of a flywheel.
An introduction to outer hair cell electromotility along with simple cochlear
mechanics was presented in Section 3. Essentially, the cochlea supports a traveling fluid
wave down the cochlear partition resulting from incoming sound. The traveling wave
peaks at its characteristic frequency, stimulating inner hair cells to depolarize and causing
auditory nerve fibers that are attached to IHCs to fire. Outer hair cells are important in
this process because they amplify the incoming wave and sharpen the selectivity of the
system. Basic mechanical and electrical properties of outer hair cells and surrounding
structures were also described in Section 3. Then, a brief overview of previous work
attempting to model and explain how outer hair cells can operate at frequencies beyond
their membrane time constant was presented. Although previous endeavors on this topic
have yielded many fruitful and interesting ideas, none have completely satisfied other
researchers in the field.
Inspired by the simple feedback techniques used in mechanical motor systems, I
developed a local outer hair cell model in Section 4. Since the outer hair cell is
embedded between the reticular lamina and contracts when depolarized, it tends to pull
the reticular lamina downwards and pull the basilar membrane upwards. The motion of
the reticular lamina downwards tends to prevent further depolarization because the
stereocilia of the OHCs are moved in the inhibitory direction. The motion of the basilar
membrane upwards tends to increase depolarization since the stereocilia of the OHCs are
moved in the excitatory direction. Thus, negative feedback is present around the reticular
lamina while positive feedback is present on the basilar membrane. Since the stiffness of
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the reticular lamina is 5-10 less than that of the basilar membrane, the RL moves a
greater distance, making it likely that negative feedback is the dominant effect. To carry
out the development of this model, I described systems with only a single resonator
initially, one that had a dashpot to model the gap drag between the TM and the RL and
the other that had an additional dashpot on the basilar membrane. To simplify analysis, I
assumed that the reticular lamina had no mass in these initial systems. However, as
shown in Section 4, these perfunctory models were unable to demonstrate a significant
speedup of the membrane time constant and a sharpening of the mechanical response.
Thus, I introduced another mode of resonance into the system by adding an
effective mass to the reticular lamina. The resulting two resonator model exhibited an
input force to membrane voltage transfer function with two peaks that could provide
sufficient membrane voltage for operation at appropriate frequencies. Furthermore,
increased OHC gain resulted in a sharpening of the basilar membrane and reticular
lamina transfer functions, which is expected from experimental data. Interestingly, the
basilar membrane transfer function had two peaks in its magnitude plot; the first one
sharpens with increased gain and is followed by a steep dip while the second one remains
largely unaffected. The OHC's effect on the basilar membrane around the first peak is to
create a capacitive component in the combined OHC and RL impedance looking in from
the basilar membrane that can resonate with the spring-dominated basilar membrane in
that regime as well as the inherent OHC spring and RL dashpot in that regime. This
capacitor decreases with increasing OHC gain, which allows the peak and dip to move to
a higher frequency and for the peak to have an increased Q value.
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Section 5 described issues that are relevant to the construction of a full traveling-
wave model, which is necessary to test the validity of the local OHC model. The
dimensionality of the fluid mechanics and appropriate scaling of the parameters from
base to apex are important in assembling an accurate model. A short description of a
simple 1 -D cochlear model was described and will be developed in the near future.
In order to compare the model to experimental data, empirical observations of
vibrations of the cochlear partition and the basilar membrane were presented in Section 6.
Neural and mechanical tuning curves were introduced as another way to verify or discard
the model described here. Due to the lack of a full traveling-wave model, the local OHC
model was compared to the local observations of Mammano and Ashmore [11] and could
reproduce the data quite accurately.
This thesis has presented a possible solution to the slow OHC membrane time
constant limitation on the high frequency operation of the cochlea amplifier. A two
resonator model with negative feedback can provide a speedup of the membrane time
constant. A near pole-zero cancellation further minimizes the effect of the time constant
on the basilar membrane response. In addition, an increase of OHC gain can sharpen the
mechanical response and lead to instability, which may be responsible for spontaneous
otoacoustic emissions. However, many assumptions were made in order to simplify the
first pass analysis of this system. These simplifications need to be justified or corrected
in future revisions of this model. Thus, future work and potential issues were presented
in Section 7 as a preview of what is to come. Section 8 provided eight key insights that
were developed in this thesis about the operation of the local outer hair cell model. These
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key insights are important for understanding speedup, selectivity, and amplification in the
biological cochlea by the putative cochlear amplifier.
Perhaps the most important point that this thesis has attempted to convey is that
the many years of accumulated knowledge and understanding of feedback systems in
mechanical and electrical engineering can greatly enhance insight into the operation and
dynamics of biological systems. Feedback theory can produce often counter-intuitive
results such as the sharpening and amplification of resonant systems with increased loop
gain in a negative feedback loop instead of a positive feedback loop or the increase in
system speed by the use of negative feedback. Feedback is prevalent in many biological
systems such as gene regulatory loops or in biomechanical control loops. Though
biology is often nonlinear, a linearized analysis such as the one presented here may yield
insight that would be otherwise missed with straightforward mathematical analysis or
qualitative description, albeit at a certain operating point.
I used feedback analysis heavily in this thesis to describe the outer hair cell
system to develop a local model that demonstrates that the slow membrane time constant
can be sped up and almost cancelled out completely from the basilar membrane point of
view. I conclude with the aspiration and hope that future work in this direction will
alleviate the confusion surrounding the role of the outer hair cell as the putative cochlear
amplifier.
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